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SAILING TO THE MAC TITLE
But water was bumpy for Lady Falcons along the way;
Seniors Thompson, Bonner captain the team to title .. .see Sports p. 11
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Elections today: All

undergraduate students are eligible
to vote in the Undergraduate Student
Government elections today and
Wednesday.
Voters must show their student
identification at the polls, which will
be set up in the University Union from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., in Jerome Library
from 6 to 11 p.m., and in the Student
Recreation Center from 6 to 9 p.m.

STATE
Release delayed: Neighbors

of the Fernald uranium processing
plant are upset that the U.S.
Department of Energy took until this
month to release its 1988
environmental monitoring report for
the plant, a spokeswoman for the
neighbors said Monday in Cincinnati.
Westinghouse Materials Co. of
Ohio, which operates the Feed
Materials Production Center for the
Energy Department, finished the
environmental monitoring study last
June. It was to have been released
then, but was held up by Energy
Department reviews.

NATION
Crash kills three: In Green

Bay, Wis., dozens of cars and trucks
piled up and burned Monday in a
chain-reaction collision on a
downtown freeway bridge in fog so
thick it cut visibility to zero. Three
people were killed and at least 30
people were injured and taken to
hospitals, authorities said.
By afternoon, investigators were
still trying to determine the sequence
of events that started the pileup, said
Police Inspector Jim Taylor.
Police Capt. Larry Gille said a fuel
tanker truck involved in the crash did
not burn, but a number of vehicles
did.

North testifies: Former

White House aide Oliver North
conceded Monday that he witnessed
John Poindexter "tear... in two" a
politically embarrassing presidential
document that approved U.S.
involvement in a shipment of Hawk
missiles to Iran.
Poindexter, President Reagan's
national security adviser in 1986, is
accused of concealing the U.S. role in
the Hawks shipment on the same day
he destroyed the document. It depicts
the transaction with Iran as a straight
arms-for-hostages deal.
The government says Poindexter
destroyed the document hours after
telling Congress he had known
nothing of the November 1985 Hawks
shipment until more than a month
after it occurred.

Strike continues: A

Greyhound bus in Connecticut was hit
by sniper fire Monday and the
chairman of the strike-crippled bus
line offered a $25,000 reward for
information about a weekend shooting
in Florida that injured eight
passengers.
No one was injured in the
Connecticut shooting, which occurred
on Interstate 84 shortly before 11 a.m.
as a New York-to-Boston Greyhound
bus headed into Hartford with 19
passengers. Passengers reported
hearing a small pop that some
thought was a blown tire.
The Amalgamated Council of
Greyhound Local Unions disavowed
responsibility for the Florida
shooting.

HISTORY
On this date: in 1975, a group

of graduate students in geology were
involved in a study attempting to
locate faults in the earth's surface
which may have been responsible for
earthquakes in the state.
The data obtained by the students
could also be used to locate oil, gas
and mineral deposits in the state,
according to the project's supervisor.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

Weather

High 79
Low 56"

Lady Falcons back in NCAA
Women's team plays
at South Carolina;
men, hockey in
post-season, too
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

"March Madness" hit full stride over
the weekend with conference tournaments in three sports — men's and
women's basketball and hockey.
Bowling Green's three representatives had nopes of winning their respective conference tourneys and earning
an automatic berth in the NCAA Tournament.
Only one — the women's basketball
team — was able to do so.
The Falcons trounced Miami 84-63 in
the Mid-American Conference Tournament final Saturday at Cobo Arena
in Detroit.
They now advance to the NCAA
Tournament for the fourth-straight
Sear. BG (22-8 overall), the 12th seed in
le Mideast Region, will play No. 18
South Carolina (22-8), seeded fifth,
Wednesday night in Columbia, S.C.
"We knew all season long we were
building for this tournament," said
senior center Angie Bonner, who was
tournament Most Valuable Player.
"We knew that if we worked and improved every game and took it one step
at a time we d find a way to get here."
Meanwhile, the men's basketball and
hockey teams didn't fair as well in their
respective conference tournaments,
also in Detroit.
The BG icers lost Saturday to Lake
Superior 4-2 in a CCHA semi-final at
Joe Louis Arena, then bowed on Sunday
to Michigan 5-4 in the consolation
game.
The men's basketball team 62-80 lost
to Eastern Michigan in the quarterfinals of the MAC Tournament Friday
night when Lorenzo Neely made two
free throws with five seconds remainins.
However, both teams will be in postseason play.
The men's basketball team (18-10)
received a bid to the National Invitation Tournament. They will play at
Cincinnati at 8 p.m. Friday.
"We're excited to get a bid to the
NIT," BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said. "We've worked hard and earned a
post-season bid. I would have been disappointed had we not gotten in."
The hockey team (25-15-2), on the
other hand, was extended an at-large
bid to the NCAA Tournament late Monday night. They will play at Maine
(31-9-2) next weekend.
BG is seeded No. 6 in the West, while
Maine is the No. 3 seed in the East.
(Contributing: Mike Drabenstott,
Don Hensley and Charles Toil.)

No. 1 Again

BG News/John Grieshop

Members of the women's basketball team celebrate after winning their fourth-straight MAC Tournament championship. The Falcons now are in the NCAA Tournament for the fourth year in a row. From left are: Tecca Thompson. Traci Gorman. Jenny Kennedy.
Angle Bonner, Wanda Lyle, Katie McNulty and Heather Finfrock.

Heat transforms mercury Faculty to
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

As the recent warm weather causes
the Overman Hall mercury spill to become more poisonous, workers are
preparing to attempt to clean up the
Feb. 22 spill.
The increase in temperature has
caused some of the mercury to switch
to the gaseous state — which is
poisonous, according to Dave Heinlen.
registered sanitarian of environmental
services.

"Any time there is an increase in
temperature, there is an increase in the
volatility of the mercury," Heinlen
said.
However, Vice President of Operations Robert Martin said the increase
in vapor levels is not a problem.
"It would have been a problem had
the building been exposed to the public," Martin said. "However, it only
concerns the workers.who know how to
deal with it."
He said students who were in class in
Overman Feb. 23 — the day after the
spill occurred — are not in danger from

replace
executive

their possible exposure to the mercury.
"The dosages that anyone was exposed to are well below the maximum
dosage," he said. "We tested several
non-students to determine mercury
levels and there is no indicators of residual mercury exposure."
The cost of the spill has not been
determined, Martin said.
by Michelle Banks
"We're moving on a daily basis," he staff writer
said. "The workers at Overman will refine their information regarding cost
and the procedure they need to use to
In his quest for a new executive asclean up the spill as they go along."
sistant to replace Philip Mason, UniO See Mercury, page 6. versity President Paul Olscamp will
accept applications
only from within the
University.

Conflict of interest examined
by James A. Tinker
staff writer

An alleged conflict of interest has
tainted the search for a new Ohio Board
of Regents Chancellor, according to
several Ohio educators.
Organizational Resources Group, a
consulting firm owned by two Ohio
State University faculty members, was
awarded a $23,200 unbid contract to assist in the chancellor search.

Martin Jenkins, an OSU public policy
professor, and Richard Boettcher,
dean of OSU's social work college,
were hired in November to assist in the
search process.
Because of this, the University of
Toledo's Faculty Senate expressed
their "extreme displeasure" with the
search process Feb. 13 because of an
apparent conflict of interest.
The Board of Regents supervises
higher education and has great influence with the governor and state leg-

islature in appropriating funds for construction projects and curriculum initiatives at state universities.
Anita Ward, who is leading the chancellor search, said the consulting firm
is, in a sense, performing secretarial
duties.
"This company has nothing to do
with the actual selection," Ward said.
The firm has sought input from individuals across the state involved in
higher education in order to compile a
D See Chancellor, page 8.

Mason was promoted to vice president of University relations and begins the
new postion April 1 —
replacing Dwight
Burlingame who resigned to take a pos-1
tion at Indiana Uni- Mason
versity, where he will serve as associate director of philanthropy.
However, before applications are
distributed, Olscamp will ask the
See Mason, page 8.
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Vote Coughlin
for leadership
It's time to vote, but the question is for whom?
Today and Wednesday students have the
opportunity to let their voice be heard by casting
their vote for Undergraduate Student Government's President and 12 senate positions.
Throughout this campaign students have learned
where the candidates stand on the issues — or at
least on those obvious issues such as campus safety
and transportation problems.
Both John Corngan and Kevin Coughlin have
similar platforms, but there is an obvious difference between the two candidates which is why The
BG News endorses the Coughlin/Schnetzer ticket.
We believe they have the knowledge and ability to
get things done lor students. Unfortunately, Corrigan does not. His motives appeared genuine but his
feck of know-how concerns us.
Corrigan seems very honest and sincere, but his
position on many issues can be described as teetering at best — especially regarding partisanship in
Coughlin brings to the position a year of experience. He has enough connections with the right
people to make a difference. His seat on the Board
of Trustees as well as his familiarity with its members gives him the potential to achieve great things.
The question is who will benefit from his accomplishments — the students, himself or both? Coughlin possesses a great deal of potential, but often
lacks sincerity or at least it appears that way.
Coughlin is an excellent speaker, but bis political
affectations place doubt in the minds of many about
where his devotions lie — in being a good politician
or in the undergraduate students.
This is not necessarily bad, because no one really
knows the truth behind his motives but him. He
might be very devoted to the student body. If this is
true, he needs to work on his presentation.
However, there is a balancing factor to the
Coughlin/Schnetzer ticket and that's the latter —
Schnetzer. She has experience and a real sense of
genuineness. Whenever The News heard her speak
tnroughout the campaign, we were convinced of her
devotion to student welfare.
We believe she will keep Coughlin in line and be
true to the students. She is not afraid to fight for
what she believes in and illustrates the potential to
get the job done — in a way which will benefit the
students.
They are a winning combination. Coughlin's
know-how combined with Schnetzer's honesty and
hard-working character can make a difference for
students as well as taking USG to new heights.
Coughlin and Schnetzer are the best choice for
USG leadership.
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Life in a three-cornered ring
And then there were two. Candidates.
The tooth-and-nail light between the USG presidential candidates has taken a new turn as
Craig Taliaferro resigned from
the race during a formal debate
Thursday night.
There It is. The lead that never
was but could have been.
Friday's edition of The BG
News ran a description of the
highly publicized debate between the three Undergraduate
Student Government presidential candidates. The words
printed in the story came from
this reporter's fingers hitting
the keyboard, but not from this
reporter's thoughts.
Craig Tahaferro — the onceconvicted felon and all-around
bad guy —deserved a banner
headline with a lead to match
across Friday's front page. But
what a reporter writes and what
is printed are often distant relatives.
Through the mishmash of hierarchy, as in any business, my
ideals were changed to the
ideals of an editor. But hey. I
know this stuff happens and I'm
not losing any sleep over it (and
if anyone should, it should be
me.)
Anyway. Taliaferro has
dropped out of the race, leaving
the incumbent Kevin Coughlin
and the hopeful John Corrigan to
duke it out in the two-day elections beginning today.
Who cares about these elections anyway? Well, you should.

Grape boycott hurts,
not helps workers
To the Editor:
I'm writing in response to the
article on the boycott of table
grapes.
When and if the boycott is ever
Siublicly enacted, the demand
or grapes will drop due to a lot
less people buying them. This in
turn will not only raise the price
of the grapes, but also cause less
demand tor the labor needed to
pick the grapes. So, you just
raised the price of the grapes to
everybody and you also put
some of the people you are trying to help, out of a job. Now you
might think that your doing the
migrant workers a favor by putting them out of a Job. THINK
NOT! These migrant workers
need that money in order to survive, iust like you and me, but
the thing is that they don't have

Heck, it's your campus.
The elections are important,
but in the past three weeks the
campaigns have brought college-level government elections
to a new low. If I didn't know
better, I'd think this was a state
or national race going on.
What am I doing talking about
this stuff? Well, I knew someone
had to, and I know how much

Off the Beat
by
Matt
Mighell
guest
columnist
you hate to talk about it. So,
after following the candidates
around (in circles I think) for
the past three weeks, I'll share
my insight.
In one of the three corners sits
Taliaferro. He has been a pain in
the neck for Coughlin but a
major factor of excitement to
the race as a whole.
I'm a little sorry to see him go,
but at least he stuck-out
whatever he was doing until the
closing days of the race. Don't
get me wrong, I don't trust Taliaferro as far as he would fall if

alternative less risky jobs to
pick from — if they did they
would be doing it. So, not only
did you put them out of their
current iob and are now unable
to feed fheir families, they will
also have to find the next best
job they can get which will obviously be more risky — like
drug smuggling, poaching, etc.
I'm sure the migrant workers
know the risks because this
problem has been around for a
very long time and if they don't
know the risks, then the boycotters should be telling them, not
us. If the migrant workers
thought that not having a job
was better than feeding their
families, then they would not
work for the grape companies
and thus problem solved — no
workers to be harmed by pesticides.

I tripped him, but he did bring
up some valid points during the
campaign about the current
administration which were
worth researching, i.e. hefty expenditures by USG for USG and
close-minded partisanship infecting the General Assembly.
In the second corner is Coughlin. He's the one with the powertie around his neck and the Walter Mondale part in his hair.
He's a politician; almost.
Sadly enough, he has been infected by a virus containing the
"casa blanca" disease which
makes his every move painfully
similar to that of George Bush.
Kevin will make an excellent
statesman someday, whatever
that means, but I don't see the
purpose of a kinder, gentler
campus type of idealism.
On the other hand, Kevin does
get things done. He fits in well
with the Columbus politicians
who take each other out to lunch
and smile a lot, but who also allocate state funds to the University.
The third and final corner of
the ring contains John Corrigan.
The so-called "underdog" of the
campaign.
John had an uphill climb from
his"bigger bulb fiasco at the
outset of the campaign, but he
pulled through by clarifying his
intention to use bulbs which
burn halogen (which is a fairly
big word, but not that big of a
bulb).
He's not very eloquent, and
that's no surprise to him, but he

is very honest about his campaign. He has cleaned up well
from Coughlin's mudsunging
and is actually presenting some
viable competition.
John has a couple of good
ideas basing his campaign, but
is lacking in the implementation
area. With hardly any governmental experience, John is being eaten alive by the atmosphere which this campaign has
dictated.
The basis of this campaign
seems to be the appearance and
oratorical abilities of the candidates, and if that is how the vote
will actually be decided, John is
in trouble.
Which is better? A guy who
wears worn-out jeans and an
Army olive drab t-shirt who is on
the mental and social level of the
average student, or a guy whose
Wheaties box sports a picture of
George Bush and comes with a
free packet of jelly beans, and
who can create Universitybenefiting legislation in his
sleep.
Either way you look at it, you
need to make the decision by
voting.
Even if you iust stand there
Gnsively with the ballot in your
nd and finally decide by the
scientifically tested "eenie,
meenie, miney, moe" method,
you'll still get a free glass of pop.
My slogan, "VOTE. IT'S HOT
OUT."
Matt Mighell is the reporter on
the campaign trail and is a guest
columnist forThe News.
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Time capsule contents
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Correction
In the March 8 edition of
The BG News two individuals were incorrectly identified in a photo. Chris
Adams, president of Lambda Chi Alpha was identified as Terry Michelitch,
president of Interfraternity Council, and vice versa.
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To the Editor:
I found the contents of the
"Time Capsule" showcase in the
Student Union to be very interesting. Among the poetry and
photographs I saw a disturbing
quote on the back of the Phi Kappa Tau group fraternity photograph. It is simply "Sex without fear and pain is like food
without taste (presumably by
Billy Horn).
Does this mean that the Phi
Kappa Tau Fraternity in placing
this document in a time capsule,
advocates sex with fear and
pain? Maybe chapter advisors
Tim Smith and Jerry Craig
should have a long talk to some
of the boys at Phi Kappa Tau.
Kay Lynne Schaller
Genoa, O.
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Campus Life
Record crowd
attends dance
by Eric Mull
reporter
A massacre occurred on campus Saturday night, but all that
was destroyed was racism.
A large crowd attended the
dance organized to promote racial equality which was renamed ''Unified 1990" this year,
after sponsors believed the former name "Massacre" was too
negative.
"This was the third year for
the dance, which was renamed
'Unified' this year to gain support of other organizations we
needed," said Tony Manolatos,
co-chairman of sponsorship for
the event.
"It (the dance) was the best
out of the three," said Jason
Gladden, co-chairman of sponsorship for the event.
In the past, the dance has only
attracted about 400 people, but
Gladden estimated more than
700 students attended this year.
He said he believed the purpose of the event was achieved.

Bfc

"Everyone came together and
had a good time as one," he said,
but he was unsure everyone
would understand the meaning
of the event.
"I was skeptical at first," he
said. "I thought everyone would
come and leave as they came.
But I think they left saying,
'Hey, this may not be so baa.'
People left with the idea that
they may want to try to end
campus racism."
The Groovemasters, a local
reggae band, performed during
the dance.
"The band was brought in to
promote interaction and find a
median for music," Manolatos
said. "It helped contribute to the
eventa success."
Manolatos said he saw a
change in the attitude among
those who attended "Unified
1990" this year.
"The interaction this year was
real, not superficial," he said.
"I think this dance surprised
everyone. We started the
change, now it's time to move
on," Gladden said, predicting
the tradition will continue for
many years.

March 13,1990
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The Key/Eric Mull
An estimated 700 people attended the "Unified 1990" dance held Saturday night.

Speaker criticizes American apathy Write-ins dominate
by Michelle Banks
staff writer
Americans are ignorant and
apathetic about the death and
destruction in Central America,
according to one member of the
Detroit Area Coalition for Central America.
Addressing about SO people
Saturday evening, Steven Williams, DACCA member, said
Americans' lack of understanding and concern about the U.S.
policies in Centeral America are
due to underlying beliefs in our
society.
Speaking as part of the Peace

Coalition's Central American
conference, Williams described
U.S. Central American policy as
"not able to be worse if we had
intended it."
However, Williams said many
Americans are surprised to discover the actual effects these
policies have.
"These policies clearly fail to
achieve their stated goals —
morally, politically and economically," he said. "Also, they
violate international laws and
cause death and destruction."
Upon discovering this, some
people react with anger, al-

though many more are quite
apathetic.
"When I talk with people
about it, they usually have one of
two reactions: some feel angry
and betrayed by our government, however, the usual reaction is 'Yeah, so what?'" he said.
Williams calls these people
"moral Neanderthals" and attributes this reaction to the lack
of understanding and lack of
truly democratic situations in
this country — especially the
education system.
"Schools try to discover those
with potential and weed those
out with no potential, which is a

concept that violates the theory
of equal opportunity which our
country was founded on," he
said.
Too much trust in government
officals also causes distortions
of Central American policy, Williams said.
"The belief that those who are
in charge are in the know is a
firevalent belief in this county," he said. "People believe it
is good to follow the president."
A democratic nation,
however, should question the
motives and actions of their
D See Speaker, page 7.

GSS election Friday

by Matt Mighell
staff writer

Due to a lack of viable candidates, blank election ballots
were passed out Friday for the
1990-91 executive positions in
Graduate Student Senate and
two GSS members nominated
themselves as write-in's for the
presidential position.
Beginning May 5, Wayne
Berman, studying music composition, enters the presidential
position, and Rachel Kittelson,
studying college student personnel, receives the vicepresidential position.
Berman said he will focus his

Berman
Kittelson
administration on continuing
legislation which originated this
year.
"A lot of these resolutions just
get lost by the next year and
every administration seems to
D See GSS, page 8.
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coupon expires 3/31/90

John Carroll University
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Tues, Fri, & Sun
Sun w id
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I lmrs.,1 ri-.s.ii.
ll:0O A.M.-3:00 A.M. $ We Gladly Accept Visa, Master Card, & Personal Checks.
* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *
t Bread Baked Fresh Daily
IRELAND
Guinness Stout
Labatu Blue
$ Please Tip Your Delivery Person
CANADA
Moosehead
$ Tickets For Ttt limmerkk Rakes Bud on Sale Now For
GERMANY
Wantelnei
ENGLAND
Woodpecker Oder
March 14th.
Bass Pale Ale

POLLYEYES PIZZA

Hundreds ojcourses each summer!
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• Mathematics
Computer Science • Natural Sciences
Education
' Religious Studies
English
' Social Sciences
Humanities
. .. and others

Live Entertainment

1352-9638 or 354-0056

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A • 12.80 Value

July 23-August 23

Director ol Summer Stations* University Heights. Ohio 44118

the copy center
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June 18 July 20

To g«t our Schedule of Summer Cluiri.
mall coupon or call (216) 397 4257

kinko's

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High St.]

8.80
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AT JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
SESSION I SESSION n SESSION III

ONLY $14.95

- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

Campus
Pollyeyes

SUMMER SCHOOL
IN CLEVELAND

8

3.50

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items '.70
A '5.20 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

s

7.00
Any Large

14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke
Extra Items ' 120
A *10 00 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

Where The Party Never Ends
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Hours:
12 Noon - 3 am. Mon-Thurs
12 Noon - 4 am. Friday
Opens 4 pm Sat. & Sun.

Wed. March 14
Amateur Night
First Prize $200
All entries receive $25
for entering

•&
Non-Alcoholic-Establishment

18 yrs. & Older to Enter
Deja Vu is always looking for new talent!

Waitresses Needed - Professional Atmosphere
Apply Within or Call 531-0329
DANCERS NEEDED • Excellent opportunity to make great money.
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State census creates
'intense' political race
by Wynne Everett

city writer

With the right to redraw the
Ohio political map at stake, this
fall's state office races will be
"intense," according to State
Representative Randy Gardner
(R-Bowling Green).
Gardner told the University's
chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha political honorary Monday night the
map dividing Ohio into conEressional districts will have to
e redrawn if the state loses the
two seats expected in the federal
legislature after the 1990 census
is completed.
Ohio s General Assembly will
legislate the redistricting of the
state into two fewer districts
making majorities in both the
state house and senate key for
both parties.
Gardner is seeking reelection
to his fifth district seat in
November.
Currently the Assembly is
split with Democrats in majority in the house and Republicans
controlling the senate.
"I don't think the lines for the
house can be redrawn in any
way to give the Democrats a
bigger majority, but it could be

*o<

"Some courts have come close
to saying that the gerrymandering we have now violates the one
man/one vote ratio," he said.
"You're going to see lawsuits
from whichever party doesn't
win the apportionment board.
"I think it'll have to be an issue for the courts because I
think it's a no-win legislative issue for whichever party loses."
Republicans have the best
chance they've had in long time
to regain control of the board
this year, Gardner said.

done in a way that would give
them senate majority control,"
Gardner said.
The map dividing Ohio into
state legislative districts is also
due to be redrawn in 1991.
This "reapportionment" will
be done by a Doard made up of
the governor, sectretary of
state, auditor of state, one Democrat and one Republican
from the state house.
This makes the races for these
offices even more important
than in other years, Gardner
said.
"Right now the Democrats
have a 4-1 advantage," he said.
"And who draws the line obviously has an impact on who
will be elected."
The issue of "gerrymanderins" — or drawing district lines
to benef it parties — is a constant
source of debate among lawmakers. Gardner said.
"We nave periodic bills that
deal with the gerrymandering
issue, but whichever party is in
control is always against it," he
said.
Gardner said he believes the
matter of designing a fair way to
draw districts eventually will
have to be decided in the courts.

FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE

"There's a 50-50 shot for each
party to win," Gardner said.
Republicans have been less
than competitive, to say the
least, in the last few years. They
have the best chance they've
had since 1966."
Gardner said the races for
governor and secretary of state
will be the most exciting with
four very recognizable names in
the running — Celebrezze and
Voinovich, and Brown and Taft.
"I think these are certainly
going to be very intense campaigns that are going to make
people sit up and take notice,"
he said.

r

Help bnns^
the worlcr
v—. toppfrher—/
together.

104 S. MAIN
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

TUESDAY IS PROGRESSIVE MITE

PHANTOM
CIRCUS

Featuring:

Tdlt Inspection

Women's Alliance explained
Icelandic party seeks 'equality for everyone'
by Lori Miller
staff writer

Cooperation with other political groups has helped one political party in Iceland to increase
its own membership.
Speaking Friday night as part
of Women's History Month, two
members of The Women's Alliance of Iceland said their party

IRIS ANDREWS POOL AND SPA
Will Be CLOSED
For Painting And Maintenance
From
March 18 -April I. 1990

$5.45
MEDIUM
SPECIAL

BG News/Mark Deckard

Geology graduate students John Ristow, left, and Dennis Terry unfold a tent to be checked for tears In the
fabric Monday afternoon outside Overman Hall. The tents will be used on a trip to Mammoth Cave, Ky.. by
the Geology 304 class in which Terry is a teaching assistant. The trip will take place March 30 to April 1.

MEDIUM PIZZA AND
2 PEPSI
Now thru Mar 25 get
an 0'igmai medium
12 Cheese Pizza and
2 cans oi Pepsi
tor only $5 45
Additional loppings
only B9c each
No) valid with any othei
otler discount or
pan pizza
Expires Mar 25 1990

has accomplished much for
women since its orgin in 1983.
Asd's Ragnarsdottir and
Gudbjorg Ottosdottir said the
Sroportion of women in Icelanic politics has increased from 5
to 15 percent during the past
seven years.
"The goal of the alliance is to
create an equal society for
everyone ana make politics
more successful and meaningful
to people," Ottosdottir said.
Unlike other political parties,
the Women's Alliance does not
have elections every four years.
Members change their positions every three years so one
person does not gain too much
power and "nobody has a higher
superiority than anyone else,"
Ottosdottir said.
"The Women's Alliance has
been criticized for their use of
language because we don't use
political jargon," Ragnarsdottir
said. "Politicans use it just to
make them seem important."
Other political parties in Iceland have representation in parliament, but the Women's Alliance does not.
"If we were in (the) parliament, we would have to do the

SCUBA LESSONS
$99 Cost

Can be used toward college credit
Classes starting soon

Fast. Free Delivery*
Good at
Bowling Green
i

Domino's Pizza
Accepts
& Matches
Anybody's
Pizza Coupons

Coupon Crusher
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
1. We accept and match anybody's Pizza Coupon Price.

$5.95
MEDIUM
SPECIAL

Fast. Fiee D . very
Good at
Bowmig Gree-i
Don'inn ^ PI//H

EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
AND 3 PEPSI
Now thru Mar 25 get an
Onginai extra large
16 Cheese pi/za ano
3 cans of Pepsi
•or only $6 95

3. Customer musl present coupon to driver when pizza
order is delivered, or must present coupon when picking up order.

Not valid *ith any othe*
offer discount o*
pan pizza
Expires. Mar 25. 1990
Fast. Free Delivery'"
Good at
Bowlmc, |
Dommr

Hours
Sun Thurs
11:00 a.m.? am
Fn Sat
11:00 a m. to 3 am

OPEN FOR
LUNCH
DAILY

Original Cheese Pizza
Doubles $6 48
Cheese WOO
Cheese $8 «5

Our Superb
Domino's Pan Pizza
12 Cheese S7.55
Additional Items
Pepperom. Mushrooms.
Ham. Onions. Anchovies.
Green Peppers. Olives
Sausage. Ground Beef Hot
Peppers. Extra Cheese.
Bacon. Extra Thick Crust
to Doubles S 95 per item
12" Pizza $89 per item
16 Pizza $1.27 per item
12 Pan Pizza $94 per item

Ail P<7.'as include Ouf
Special Bieno o< Sauce
and 100
Rca
Pepsi Cans $60
We guarantee our
product and service, call
us lor details
Imo thkfc <rUii not avilofcto
on !*»• pon pixo

Our drivers cn>-.
Ihan $20
Limited delivery area
'990 Dommo i Pi7/a lac

$7.70
EXTRA
LARGE

The Portage Quarry Recreation Club, Inc.

v

Additional toppings
cniy Si 27 each

Our
10
12
16

352-9203
352-8489

MEDIUM 2 ITEM
PIZZA
Now thru Mar 25 get an
Original meoium 12 pizza
loaded with two ot your
favorite toppings
for only $5 95

2. Customer must mention coupon when ordering.

Call Us
352-1539
Bowling Green

12701 S. Dixie Hwy.
Bowling Green, OH

P1.V.1

Additional toppings
only 89c each'
Not valid with any other
otter discoun' c
pan pi.va
Expires Mar 25. 1990

$6.95
EXTRA
LARGE

same thing as other members
and that is defeating our purpose," Ragnarsdottir said.
"We won't agree to the buying
and selling of parliament
seats," she said.
The ideal goal of the alliance
is to support women in their
fight for more independence and
participation in politics and
everyday life.
"As long as women do not participate as much as men in decision making, we will be here,"
Ottosdottir said.
"The Women's Alliance says
"We are not here to stay. We are
here as long as we are needed',"
she said.
Members of the alliance fight
for the rights of women and for
the rights of ideas they feel important in society.
Ideas stressed by the organization include secondary education offered to everyone, increased allocations to the University of Iceland and other
schools and emergency receptions instituted for abused
children, Ottosdottir said.
The organization allows men
to join as members but they
cannot be on the election ballots.

EXTRA LARGE
? ITEM PIZZA
Now thru Mar 25 gel an
Onqmai e»t'd large 16
pi.'/rt loadol with iwo o'
vou' lavctif !OPI.IIQS
tuf only $7 70

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 ThurstJn, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 dough St.
• 334 N. Main St. Theta Chi House; 3 Bedroom
• Campbell Hill Apartments-2 & 3 Bedrooms

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

Additional lopuinq*.
. it }7 e*< f
Not valid Aim anv olhrhscouni oi
pan pi?j»a
Expnes Mar 25 1990
Fast. Fiee Delivery "
Good at
Bowhnq(Gie<"i
Domino s Pws

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
Sat.

9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-lp.m.
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STATE / LOCAL
Lithuania faces no military threat

Anglers converge for walleye run

"Tar"heroin usage rises in Dayton

MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet leaders pledged Monday not to use force
to crush Lithuania's newly reclaimed independence, and the Baltic
republic's leaders raised the ante for talks by demanding Kremlin
compensation for economic ruin and political repression.
Neither side gave any ground a day after Lithuania's legislature
formally declared a restoration of the independence lost in 1940 to
Stalin's army.
But they set the tone for a long dispute over Lithuania's drive to
turn a political declaration into reality that must encompass questions of territory, compensation, the status of thousands of Soviet
soldiers, ownership of factories and land, and control of the police
and KGB.
Little had changed in Vilnius, the Lithuanian capital, the day after
Sunday's vote, and jubilation was tempered with recognition that
hard work was ahead.
"Hope and joy must dissolve into determination to work for Lithuania, the republic's new president, Vytautas Landsbergis, told the
Supreme Council legislature Monday. "We must work very hard."
Tass said Lithuanian legislators declared that their sons no longer
need serve in the Red Army. They appealed to Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev to ensure the welfare of Lithuanian soldiers until
negotiations start on mustering them out. In the draft of a separate
appeal, they asked Moscow not to conduct any military maneuvers
with the thousands of soldiers still on Lithuanian soil.
Gorbachev told the Congress of People's Deputies, the country's
parliament meeting in Moscow, that he found Lithuania's action
worrisome.
"The information coming from Lithuania is alarming, and momentous decisions are being made there that will affect both Lithuania and the Soviet Union, he said.

TOLEDO (AP) — Fishermen are lining the banks of the Maumee
and Sandusky rivers for the annual walleye run, which attracts
thousands of anglers nationwide and brings millions of dollars to
Northwest Ohio.
"It's certainly the inauguration of walleye season, and it's a very
big event for people along the Maumee and Sandusky rivers, Ohio
Department of Natural Resources spokesman Todd Ambs said.
"This year, all indications are it should be a real good walleye
season."
The annual run in the Lake Erie tributaries draws people from
more than 30 states, Ambs said. The run started March 1 and ends
May 30.
Recent warm weather — it was in the 70s in Toledo on Sunday and
Monday —brought out more anglers than usual at this time of year,
said Art Weber, spokesman for the Toledo-Lucas County Metroparks.
"We had a good crowd over the weekend. The days are nice, and
you can get out there where maybe your legs are going to be cold because the water's only 40 degrees, but at least the air temperature is
enough to make fishing comfortable," Weber said.
The walleye is popular among fisherman, he said. "In the first
place it's a good sports fish and it's a terrific eating fish. They are
rough and tumble, Weber said.
"During the spawn, there is a large number of fish there. Even
with fishermen snoulder-to-shoulder, people make decent catches in
there," he said.
Businesses are set up around the walleye run, including bait
dealers and walleye guides who find amateurs a good place to cast.
The ODNR has recorded license plates from more than 30 states.
including Alaska and California. In some cases, anglers make the
walleye run a "must stop" on their fishing vacations, Weber said.
"I know that there are some fishermen that do the fishing equivalent of a golfer's vacation. They stop at the Maumee, stop at the Sandusky, then maybe stop at Niagara River.... We're one stop on that
fishing expedition," he said.
There is a limit of six walleye a day per fisherman. Game wardens
can confiscate property, take fish and fine anyone breaking the law.
Fishermen are restricted to using certain types of gear, such as
single-hook lures, to cut down on snagging.

DAYTON, O. (AP) — The use of a smokable form of heroin called
"tar" appears to be on the rise in the Dayton area, police said Monday.
Lt. James Finnigan, head of the Police Department's specialinvestigations unit, said there have been an increasing number of
seizures of tar, which he described as a brown, mottled substance
resembling a plug of tobacco.

He did not give a further public reaction, but discussing the events
at the opening of the Congress he referred to the republic by its previous Soviet name — the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic —
rather than the new name chosen Sunday, the Republic of Lithuania.
Another member of the ruling Communist Party Politburo, Yegor
K. Ligachev, said the Kremlin would not use its military might to
stop the Lithuanians.
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Monday 11'til 9
Small Cheese
Pizza
adorl Itvrm 70«

•1.79

352-7571

,J< ffZZA%.

352-757i

-A«TS»^

352-757i
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INSIDE ONLY —
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Tuesday 11 'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord

Wednesday 11'til 9
Spaghetti
Dinner

Thursday 11 "til 9
Lasagna
Dinner

Si-3 So.© 4 loo CIMID

Pim 1 -f p To S**J Bar

Friday 11 'til Gone
Roast Beef
Platter

Saturday 11'til 9
Mini Reg. Sub
& Cup Of Soup

Sunday 11 til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord

•3.25

3.75

•3.50

•4.50

•4.50

•3.00
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"I would not classify those as a dramatic increase or any kind of
an epidemic," Finnigan said. "(And) I personally hope that we don't
see a dramatic increase, because it's a very debilitating drug."
Heroin is a potent depressant.
"And it also has physically addictive properties that are not present with cocaine,' Finnigan said. "These are not substances (with
which) people can normally function (while) under the influence."
Tar is smoked and doesn't have to be injected, as does powdered
heroin.
Lt. Joseph Spitler of the Montgomery County Sheriff's Department drug unit said investigators have come across tar heroin a few
times in the past 18 months. Before then, it had been virtually unheard of in the area.
Finnigan said a likely reason for tar's increasing popularity is its
cost compared with that of powdered heroin.
"The price is probably not cheaper by weight," he said. "But because the effective unit dose is much smaller, it doesn't cost as much
money to get a hit."
Finnigan said some drug users have started mixing crack, a stimulant, with tar and powdered heroin. The mixing is designed to
ease the letdown when the effects of crack wear off, Spitler said.
Dr. Mark DeBard, emergency room director at St. Elizabeth Medical Center, said blending the drugs is nwh more risky than using
them individually. He estimates the hospital has had about a dozen
cases of users suffering side effects from mixing the drugs.
Abdur Zafr, who runs a local drug treatment program called
Project CURE, said he has noticed crack users using more heroin
since tar arrived on the local scene. He said the price of tar is competitive with that of crack.
"The truth is crack is so cheap that it caused the price of heroin to
go down," Zafr said.

— INSIDE ONLY—
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RESPECT COMES WITH
THE TERRITORY

Bowl 'n' Greenery

World Student ^Mssociation presents Us annual
.international ^Dinner. Com* ana eniou our erotic etnn
food ana five entertainment from all over the world.
floe.,

3tHt United WetLdul Ckurck,
1506 £. Woolter (%,t to Wendy 'J

Zbab,

Sal. Jlpril 7, 90

ZJimei

7:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

tickets, $6

Healthy 4n' Hearty Buffet
•Hot Entrees, Vegetables and
Homemade Soups
•Fresh Salad and Fruit Buffet
•Piping Hot Rolls & Baked Potato
•Unlimited Beverage

2/iclt*l ^aUs,
Ward, 12 ■ 14 (l0,30 a.m. ■ 5,00 p.m.)

L* rLnc at 372-2249 or

Ward, 15 (t0:30 a.m. ■ 7,00 p.m.)

stop in tke Jrnt I aLounae,

Ward, 2b (t0,30 a.m. ■ 5,00 p.m.)

411 Soalk Mall

Ward, 27 <I0,30 turn. ■ 5,00 p.m.) at "Union %u„
I fat,': ZJicneli are not available at Ike door..

11:30-2:00 Lunch Hours
4:00-7:00 Dinner Hours

Respect and prestige come naturally to people who
serve as officers in the Army Nurse Girps.
You'll he part of a very special health care team,
and your duties could ranee from serving in a hightech military hospital to serving in a field hospital or
a MASH unit in the United States or overseas.
If this sounds interesting, contact an Army Nurse
Recruiter.

Located in the University Union
Food Coupons Accepted From
4 p.m.- 7 p.m. Only

352 - 7541

ARMY NURSE CORPS. Bf AU YOU CAN BL

Haircuts
Perms

$8.00
$30.00

Annette Dewar
Diane Johnston
Paula Ryder
and Introducing
Teri Gorls
FANTASTIC VOLUME
IN NOTHING FLAT!
Introducing VoVoom Volumi2ing Foam.
A rich, voluminous foam that's great for sculpting,
molding and holding your high-energy hair.
Alcohol-free, new VoVoom Voiumizing Foam odds
fabulous shine without robbing moisture. Your hair
feels natural, never sticky or stiff.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY SAVINGS! For a limited
time, save on VaVoom Voiumizing Foam.
Hurry in today

A CUT ABOVC
141 Ul. UOOSTCR
354-8533
HOURS: MON-THUR 8-8. FRI. 8-0. SflT. 8-3
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Senate candidates profiled

All students eligible to vote in elections today, Wednesday
versity of groups is an attractive
prospect, Belcher said, although
she has no definite plans for implementation.

by Matt Mlghell
staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government candidates for
tident, vice-president and atge senators will find their
by 11 pjn. Wednesday
night when the election polls
close.
For the past two issues, the
BG News has presented 13 of the
21 senatorial candidates, and
this concludes the senatorial
candidate profiles.
All students are eligible to
vote, but a valid student identification card will be required.
The polling places for the Tuesday and Wednesday elections
include the University Union 9-5
p.m.. Student Recreation Center
6-9 p.m., and the University Library 0-1 lp.m.
Robin Belcher, freshman political science major, said she is
looking forward to working hard
and participating in issues
"which are a concern to all, not
one particular group" if elected
into USG.
Listening to student ideas and
speaking-up for their issues is
important to Belcher, she said.
. Activities which include a di-

Dealing with student issues
daily as a Resident Advisor.
Greg Rossetti, junior political
science major, said he would

Rossetti

Rutkowikl

their concerns.
Helping USG step away from
the satis quo, Jennifer Rntowski, senior hospitality management major, said she has ideas
to implement change.
Improving handicapped facilities and the minority situation
on campus is a main thrust in

11

Sears

benefit USG with his current
city relations.
^ want to hear student's problems," said Vargo, who has also
worked with the Ohio Student
Education Association.
Vargo said he is knowledgable
of current issues by being involved with the Campus Demo-

t*
1

L

Vargo

Serb

Rutowski's senate drive.
Voted house chairman in Kappa Kappa Gamma, Rutowski
said she correlates listening to
the people in her sorority to
listening to students in general.
A current USG senator, Mike
Sears, freshman psychology
major, said he is "not afraid to
•4djHg whoever is in charge in
Rosetti said his door is always order to get things done."
open and students have an easy
Sears said he Is now more fotune talking to him, voicing cused
on what needs to be done
in order to see legislation
passed.
Sears is currently chairman of
the student welfare committee
and his plans include increased
hours at the health center and
keeping the library open 24
hours during finals week.
The drive and ambition of
Laura Serb, junior IPCO major,
will increase the amount of students reached by USG, she said.
"In my two and-a-half years
Stand Right Up for Who You Are.
at the University, USG has
Answer the Census.
never reached out to me," she
said, and I want to change that.
like to see more USG programming to reach more students.
"I see many problems with
hispanics and homosexuals getting involved with campus life,"
he said. "USG and R.A.'s need
to come together because R.A's
know what's going on."

Belcher

crats and working with the city
government. Along with these
final six, Rebekah Keibler,
sophomore physical therapy,
and Lance Pete, RTVF major,
could not be reached for comment.

Class expectations
told in evaluations
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Students who want to know
what to expect from their classes and teachers will soon be able
to do so through Undergraduate
Student Government's course evaluation book.
Putting the book together for
the first time this year, surveys
were sent to 15,000 undergraduates requesting input for the
book, said USG senator Dave
Da rev, chairman of the committee of academic affairs, which is
conducting the survey.
Darcy estimates the book will
be completed by the start of the
fall semester.
"This book will be a help to
students in deciding which section to take," he said. "I think it
will be a very helpful aid to
them."
A similar book was completed
for the College of Business Administration last year and was
successful enough to merit the

program's expansion to include
the entire campus, according to
Dave Stofka, academic affairs
coordinator.
"The idea for a course evaluation book has been in USG for
several years," Stofka said.
"Last year, the business college
was used as a test and there was
considerable response."
The committee, which consists of about 12 members from
both USG and the student body,
has received about 100 surveys
back.
"There was favorable response from the people who saw
the book last year, and I think
once they saw it, that encouraged them to participate this
year," he said.
"A lot of times, students have
to take required courses where
there are several instructors to
choose from," Stofka said.
"This will provide a larger sampling than just asking your
friends, and I think it will give a
□ See Survey, page 7.

CENSUS '90

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
and

TANNING CENTER
is having their

Rather than talking to friends
and roommates, Serb said she
wants to reach all of the people
she would be representing.
Serb is involved in Army
ROTC and Amega Phi Alpha
service sorority.
Intersted in tenant-landlord
problems, Richard Vargo,
senior secondary education and
history major, said he could

SPRING BREAK TANNING SPECIAL j

expires 3/17/90

WHAT

English instructor Mark Graves discusses "Love and Other Lessons" with his Literature of Romantic Love
class, while taking advantage of the warm weather Monday afternoon. Today's forecast calls for scattered
thunderstorms and a high of 76 degrees.

Mercury

Thinking of going to Europe
this summer?
Travel Agent will be on campus
TONIGHT March 13 at 9:00 p.m.
BAA 1000

DBEM

You want a summer job that's
NHrfll more than money and work
experience. You want a job
where you can make friends and
enjoy ultimate free time fun.
Cedar Point's 3,200 jobs have
what you're looking for: good
pay, the chance for a substantial
bonus, housing available (for 18
and older), valuable work experience, a recreation program
and an entire amusement park
and beach to enjoy when you're
off-duty.
Treatyourselftoasummerjob
at Cedar Point.
Stop by and talk to us about the opportunities
available. Cedar Point recruiters will be interviewing at:
AMSSIJ

JOBS
AT
CEDAR
POINT

LOCATION: Bowling Green State University
Student Union
DATE: Tuesday, March 13 & Wednesday, March
14, 1990
TIME: 9:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
You don't need an appointment. If you have
questions, please give us a call at (419) 627-2245.
Get to the Point.

CED4R
POINT
Amusement Park

P.O. Box 5006 Sandusky, Ohio 44871-8006

BG News/ Jay Murdock

Lessons and Love

Give blood.

(with coupon)

10 VISITS FOR $20
352-9378

\

D Continued from page 1.
Results of testing by Consolidated Environmental Services
have determined the vapor
levels were below the limits set
by the Occupational Safety and
Health Association, Heinlen
said.
Meanwhile, workers from
O.H. Materials are currently
Sreparing to clean up the spill,
(artin said.
"They have been isolating
spaces that possibly contain the
mercury since Sunday," he said.
"It is a very extensive process
that basically includes cleaning

all the surfaces where the mercury is at"
Heinlen said the process is
much different from a common
mercury spill in a chemistry
class.
"This is not just a confined
area of mercury. The mercury
has to be kept contained," he
said. "This is not like breaking a
thermometer."
The spill originally was expected to be cleaned up within 30
days, but Martin said it may
take longer, depending upon
what the workers find when
cleanup begins.

BGSU
Summer 1990 Schedule Changes
As of March 9, 1990
HEALTH EDUCATION

ART
Addition
•/16-7/20
ART 112

18862 (3) 3-0 FOUNDATIONS

6-12 MTW
6-11 R

STAFF
STAFF

77/TM

1-4 TR

(3465(3) RESEARCH METHOOS

Initructor Chang*
HIST 206
(5237
6-10MTWR

STAFF

77m»
COIS
CO<S
COtS

LIBRARY A EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

ARRANGE
103O-12M
8-10 MTWR

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION A SUPERVISION
^ancwtimoon
EDAS 613
45060

EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM A INSTRUCTION
DtfChtng*
(3147

CorracM Da» 5/14-6/15

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Addition
7/9-10

EDSE W6S6 (6630(3) COMP APPHANDCPD ST 9-4 MTWRF

ENGLISH
Addition
6/16-7/20
ENG 301

(6663(3) SHAKESPEARE

12:30-2:30 MTWR

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

8-9:30 MTWRF
8-930 MTWRF
10-1130 MTWRF
ARRANGE
ARRANGE

SCHNEDER
STOUT
SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER

(3470(3)
(3471 (3)
(3472(3)
(3489(1)
(3473(2)

6/4-7/6
L&EM 491
L6EM570
L&EM 589

(3474(2) FELD WORK
ARRANGE
(3468(1) INDEPENDENT STUDY EM ARRANGE
(3476(2) FELD WORK
ARRANGE

SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER

6/11-7/20
L&EM 450

(5564(3) MEDIA CTR IN SCHOOL

SCHNEDER

CLASSIF 6 CATALOGING
UTIL EDUCATION MEDIA
COMPUTER SYS FR LI8R
INDEPENDENT STUDY EM
FELD EXPERIENCE

KINNEY

Addition*
5/14-8/10
ME0TR402 (2843(1) ORIENT 6 MANAGEMENT ARRANGE
MEOT R403 (2844 (9) APLDCLINMCR08KX
ARRANGE
MEDTR470 (2646(1) RESEARCH-SPEC TOPICS ARRANGE

POLS 372
POLS 660

(-10PMMW

6-630 MTWRF

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

KINNEY.T.
VASUOEVA. H.
PHLBIN.A.

(6661(3) NXJSTRW. MKTWG

KUBASEK

Addition!
67144/16
L&EM 406
L«EM 428
L&EM448
LtEM 570
L&EM 589

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Canomauon

GRADUATE STUDIES IN BUSINESS
Addition
6/16-7/20
QBA 644

(5666(3)

WILSON

C*nc*tl*oon
ENG 301
(3213
Inatmctor Ch*ng—
ENQ 200
(6170
ENG 200
(3206
ENQ 200
(3206

6-10 PMTR

THOMAS, J

Addition
6/18-7/20
LEGS 431

EDCI 664

KISSELLE
KISSELLE

LEGAL STUDIES

Cancellation*
CDIS 601
13071
CDIS 507
#5049
Ch*ng*
504
#1024
SOS
•1025
601
16647

8-9:30 MTWRF
10-1130 MTWRF

HISTORY

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
Addition
5/14*16
COIS 597

(3466(3) HLTHEDELEMSCTCHR
(3467(3) HLTH ED ELEM SC TCHR

C*nc*ll*tlon*
HED 346
(5234
HED 346
(5235

CAREER & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Chang*
C4TE 801
13062

Addition,
6/4-7/6
HED 346
HED 346

STAFF

(3385
(6493

PHILLIPS
JAMASBI
HARR
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Returns affected
by new tax laws
March 13,1990

Speaker
D Continued from page 3.
leaders and not follow them
blindly.
"This goes against the country's principles," Williams
said. "People have a right to
examine how the power Is doing their duties."
In order to alleviate this situation, Americans must overcome their misunderstandings
about Central American policies by "rediscovering the
sense and purpose of America."

BG News/Jnv Murdock
Eric Jackson, a Panamanian citizen, discusses the history of U.S. intervention in Panama, while University student Kim Morgan, also from Panama, prepares to tell her story of the recent American Invasion. The
workshop was part of the two-day Regional Student Conference on Central America.

"We must remind the American people what the country
was based on," Williams said.
"We must begin to expose
phonies who hide behind the
American flag and reclaim
America not only for ourselves, but for the people
around the world."

Most students can't deduct expenses
by Tara A. Ralnson
staff writer
University students hoping to
claim deductions on their 1989
tax returns will probably be disappointed, according to Sandy
Flutter of Rutter Grover Certified Public Accountants.
Education expenses are generally not deductible, Rutter
said and unmarried undergraduate students usually have no
deductions.

Students claimed by their
parents as dependents can claim
no deductions of their own, said
Carol Butcher, a tax preparer
for H&R Block. Parents must
pay more than half of a student's
expenses to claim the student as
a dependent, she said
One exception involves students who have received workstudy scholarships from the
University. These scholarship
recipients may be able to claim
tuition and general fees, But-

cher said. However, these students cannot deduct room and
board costs, she said.
Another exception involves
students who are already employed full-time and are taking
courses to continue in their
fields, Rutter said.
Expenses for courses related
to that student's job might be
deductible, but expenses for
courses in a different field would
not be deductible, Butcher said.

Survey
G Continued from page 6.
more accurate portrayel of
classes and teachers."
The book will also help teachers because their strengths and
weaknesses will be evaluated by
the students, he said.
Darcy said the course evaluation book has advantages over

department surveys.
"This is not like the ones you
get in the classroom where you
don't see the results," he said.
"We will print the actual comments we get, unless we get an
extremely large number of
comments, in which case we will
print samples. We do want more
comments, though."

Surveys are due in room 405 of
the Student Services building by
March 16. Results will be printed over the summer.

Save Some Green

VSu'rc astute enough to discuss the
philosophical ramil rail ions of
Victor lrdnkls "Existential Vacuum!

"For example, a teacher
taking education courses might
be able to deduct these courses,
but the same student would be
unable to deduct RTVF
courses," she said.
Expenses incurred by a student in finding a job are not deductible, but the costs of buying
clothes for work are, Butcher
said.

by Emily Schroeder
staff writer
Tax season has arrived and
students who anticipate receiving returns are hoping the IRS
will be considerate enough to
send their checks before Spring
Break.
Tax changes in recent years
have left students with several
factors to consider while filling
out their income tax returns.
These include:
How much the student will
earn at his job during the year.
If the student has a checking
or savings account.
Glf the student is claimed as a
dependent on someone else's tax
return.
Glf the student has a taxable
scholarship or loan.
These factors determine how
much, if any, tax should be
withheld from each pay check
and are instrumental in filling
out Form W-4, "Employee's
Withholding Allowance Certificate."
Certified Public Accountant
Randy Roberts of Moore and
Roberts Accountants recommends that students who estimate their earned income at
more than $3,000 claim exempt
on the Form W-4 provided by
their employer.
"Students earning less than
$3,000 in income from wages

Students receiving scholarships are required to report
them on their tax forms, but
Roberts suggests consulting a
tax advisor as this situation can
be extremely complicated.
According to Roberts, Form
1040-EZ is the simplest and most
popular income tax return form
among students.

Cetebrate
St.PatricVsDay

WE CARE WE CARE' WE CARE Wc CARE WE CARE
UJ
CONGRATULATIONS!
FEBRUARY FINALISTS
Administrative Staff- Dr. Bob Arrowsmith, Associate Vice President Student
Affairs; Student Services & Finance
Classified Staff- Vicki Blasius, Financial
Aid & Student Employment; Student
Employment Specialist
Graduate Student- Denise Jefferson,
Office of Minority Student Activities
BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A
BETTER PLACE.
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE
Extravaganza of Excellence

Extravaganza of Excellence

Extravaganza of Excellence

Congratulations To All Winners At
The 1990 Greek Spring Awards Night

And you Ye slill smoking"-'

Highest Pledge Class Average
Interfraternity Membership Development Award
Highest Big/ Little Sister Average
Alpha Chi Omega

Lucky
Shamrock

Thursday March 15

SALE

Beach Party

March 6-16, 1990

Noon - 2:30 AM
Food & Drink Specials

(belittle ftep

Dress For The Occasion
1414 €. Wooster

have no tax liabilities and any
federal taxes withheld will be
refunded," Roberts said. He
added that some students prefer
having tax withheld throughout
the year in order to receive a return in the spring.
Roberts believes checking accounts can be most beneficial
for tax purposes.
"If I were a student, I would
get a checking account. They
require you to keep a minimum
balance, but you don't have to
pay a service charge," Roberts
said.
Savings accounts may allow
you to collect interest, but the interest is taxable and there is
often a service charge or fee, he
said.

Open Monday - Friday,
8:00 am - 4:45 pm

353-8735

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

• •■■*■■■ ■ ■■* ^L

PI Beta Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha

Chris Crawford
Shelly Winter
Ann Purvis
Christy Fladlng
Sigma Chi Scholarship Award
Lambda Chi Alpha
Academic Chapter Improvement Award
Alpha Gamma Delta
Clayton G. Kohl Fraternity Scholarship Award
Lambda Chi Alpha
Highest Active Chapter Average
Delta Gamma
Highest Total Chapter Average
Delta Gamma
Dean's Scholarship Award
Lambda Chi Alpha
Dean's Scholarship Award
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Panhellenic Spirit Award
Alpha Omicron Pi
Intramural Sports Award
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding Membership Development Program Award
Phi Gamma Delta
Outstanding Pledge Class Award
Delta Zeta
Community Service Award
Alpha Phi
Hollis A. Moore Community Service Award
Alpha Sigma Phi
Affirmative Action Award
Kevin Turner
(USG Senator)
Tampurages Award
Jill Yon
(Alpha XI Delta)
Anthony Corsiglia Memorial Award
Dave Colatruglio
(Theta Chi)
Outstanding Cabinet Member Award
Beth Rutgers
(Chi Omega)
Joseph M. Firment "New Member" Award
Joe Matessa
(PI Kappa Phi)
Outstanding New Member Award
Jennifer Taday
(Alpha XI Delta)
Order of Omega Award
Darick Jacobs
(Sigma Alpha Epsllon)
Florence Currier Award
Julie Lamont
(Chi Omega)
Mitch Weitzman Memorial Award
Henry Grendell
(Phi Kappa Tau)
Jackie Gribbons Award
Karen Radllnski
(Alpha Phi)
Tim Smith Award
Dave Dewey
(Pi Kappa Phi)
Carolyn Wood Award
Klmberlle Goldsberry
(Alpha Phi)
Steven R. Hanna and Kevin L. Ross Memorial Award
Joe Callahan
(Phi Kappa Tau)
President's Award Fraternity
Dave Speller
(Sigma Alpha Epsllon)
President's Award Sorority
Jennl Mabbee
(Alpha Gamma Delta)
Lisa Mershad
(Alpha XI Delta)
Chapter Excellence Awards - Fraternity
Alpha Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Chapter Excellence Awards - Sorority
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi
Alpha XI Delta
Chi Omega
Outstanding Greek Man Award
Chris Coleman
(Alpha Sigma Phi)
Chuck McCartney
(Zeta Beta Tau)
Outstanding Greek Woman Award
Klmberlle Goldsberry
(Alpha Phi)
Pi Beta Phi

Miimiiuiiiiiiiii'
of Excellence

Extravaganza of Excellence

Extravaganza of Excellence
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Chancellor
Continued from page *
tiatives at state universities.
Anita Ward, who is leading the
chancellor search, said the consulting firm is, in a sense, performing secretarial duties.
"This company has nothing to
do with the actual selection,"
Ward said.
The firm has sought input
from individuals across the
state involved in higher education in order to compile a profile
of the characteristics a chancellor should have, she said.
"We're not a head-hunting
firm/' Jenkins said. "We're
helping the search committee
zero in on qualities (the new
chancellor should have)."
There are 66 candidates from
21 states being considered and
none are employed by OSU,
Jenkins said.

"How many schools would
"Clearly, the chancellor plays
a very influential role with the have complained had they
legislature." said Richard known about it (hiring Organizational Resources Group)?" he
Boyer, a UT history professor.
Boyer presented the UT asked.
Magura is not questioning
resolution to the board of reJenkins or Boettcher's integrity,
gents last month.
University Physics and As- but said many people are contronomy professor Ronald cerned with the amount of fundStoner — a member of the ing OSU has received in the past
American Association of Uni- and how the chancellor search
versity Professors — called hir- may affect funding in the future.
"I think a lot of people think
ing Organizational Resources
"highly unusual" and said
"there is an apparent conflict of Chancellor
interest, but I'm not sure it's a
D Continued from page 1.
real conflict of interest.

The front-runner is acting
chancellor Elaine Hairiston.
Hairiston has been serving as
acting chancellor since William
Coulter retired from his $115,000
a year job Dec. 31. She formerly
was vice chancellor of academic
and special projects and has
been a Board of Regents employee for more than 10 years.

"It's a tough issue for Elaine
Hairston because she didn't
have anything to do with hiring
them and she's a candidate,
Stoner said.
Persons across toe state do
not believe it is good practice to
have someone within the academic system compiling information for the regents.
More bodies than the UT faculty senate would probably exBress discontent if knowledge of
le search was more extensive
said John Ramey, former president of the Ohio Conference of
theAAUP.

She received her doctoral,
master's and bachelor's degrees
from OSU.

Michael Magura, a UT professor of economics who introduced
the Toledo resolution, agreed.

RX)CKLEDGE
MANOR
2 BDRMS. 2 BATHS. WALK-IIV CLOSET, DISHWASHER, STORAGE AREAS

LMVJ

$650 Mo
R. E. MANAGEMENT
505 CLOUGH ST.

profile of the characteristics a
chancellor should have, she
said.
"We're not a head-hunting
firm," Jenkins said. "We're
helping the search committee
zero in on qualities (the new
chancellor should have)."
There are 66 candidates from
21 states being considered and
none are employed by OSU,
Jenkins said.
The front-runner is acting
chancellor Elaine Hairiston.
Hairiston has been serving as
acting chancellor since William
Coulter retired from his $115,000
a year job Dec. 31. She formerly
was vice chancellor of academic
and special projects and has
been a Board of Regents employee for more than 10 years.
She received her doctoral,
master's and bachelor's degrees
from OSU.
"Clearly, the chancellor plays
a very influential role with the
legislature." said Richard
Boyer. a UT history professor.

ICampusEI
HPollyeyeS
H 352-963

OSU has gotten a disproportionate amount of funds," he said.
"We would like to be treated
fairly."
A permanent chancellor
should be chosen by May, Ward
said.

start a new proces of learning
and getting things off the
ground," he said.
"What I can do in particular is
to be sure to follow up on the
things that I know happened this
Ward was a University trustee year, and I want to see a serious
from 1961 to 1976 and was ap- response from the appropriate
pointed to the Board of Regents offices," he said.
ui 1964. She graduated from OSU
Current GSS President Riin 1938.
cardo Frazer declined to run for
re-election, but said he would
like to contribute to GSS next
year in an advisory position.
"I want to re-dtrect my enerBoyer presented the UT gies to my graduate studies," he
resolution to the board of re- said. "But naving a year of exgents last month.
perience, I think I have some inUniversity Physics and As- sights that will be beneficial in
tronomy professor Ronald getting things done and being an
Stoner — a member of the effective organization."
American Association of UniFrazer said GSS has not aversity Professors — called hir- chieved all of its goals this year,
ing Organizational Resources but he looks to next year's ad"highly unusual" and said ministration to continue those
"there is an apparent conflict of efforts.
interest, but I'm not sure it's a
Also during Friday's meeting
real conflict of interest.
Jimmy Frazier, studying sociol"It's a tough issue for Elaine ogy, was voted into the office of
Hairston because she didn't secretary for GSS. Having filled
have anything to do with hiring the position as an appointee for
them and she's a candidate,
several months this term, he
Stoner said.
said there are changes he supPersons across the state do ports in the next administration.
not believe it is good practice to
have someone within the academic system compiling infor- Mason
mation for the regents.
More bodies than the UT fac- D Continued from page 1.
ulty senate would probably ez- Board of Trustees if they would
Bress discontent if knowledge of like any additions or changes in
le search was more extensive the job description.
said John Ramey, former presi"I plan on surveying the
dent of the Ohio Conference of trustees to see if they would like
theAAUP.
any additional responsibilities
added to the job description before I post applications," Olscampsaid.

TM

"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court

*

I Feel the luck of the Irish
at PoIIyeyes!
Starting next Monday
PoIIyeyes will feature:

jr

1 • Corned Beef • Irish Fluf (on salad bar) • Green Beer •
Black 6 Tan beers (Harp 6 Guineas mixed)

P| Celebrate St. Patrick's Day With Us!
'Starting March 15th register to win a free
Caribean Cruise for two."

D Continued from page 3.
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If the trustees decide to revise
the job description, there will
still be only one executive assistant position.
"There is only one Mason and
there will only be one replacement for him, Olscamp said.
A three-person committee will
aid Olscamp in his selection of a
new assistant — a process which
should take several weeks, depending on the number of applications submitted.
"I don't want to announce the
names of the committee until
the third person is chosen," Olscamp said. "But I don't want to
be rushed in this process — I
don't want to feel like I'm under

"I think next year we'll need
to make GSS a lot more democratic," he said. "There is a
tendency toward totalitarianstyle rule by members of the executive committee." "This year
we had a lot of appointed positions which were not ever radified by the senate body and that
implies something that is less
than democratic, he said.
In other business, GSS unanimously supported a health insurance resolution which would
impose mandatory health insurance on all graduate students.
Graduate students would
either have to obtain their own
insurance plan when entering
the University or they would
have to subscribe to the forthcoming University health plan.
GSS senator Rajil Sayani said
the legislation is In the interest
of the students.
"Students who are not covered
could incure major medical expenses," he said.
Also, the resolution would allow graduate students to obtain
insurance through their stipend,
without extra cost.

a deadline."
In addition, Mason will remain secretary on the Board of
Trustees until someone else can
take over the job, Olscamp said.
Mason describes the position
as one of the "most exciting jobs
in the University community."
"(This position) gives the opportunity to work and pursue activities in every direction of the
University," he said.
While serving in the positon as
executive assistant to the president, Mason has worked on a diverse group of projects to aid the
University, including the establishment of a
research/enterprise park and
an internal endowment fund.
The most rewarding aspect,
however, concerns the actual
changes brought about, Mason
said.
"I have a good feeling to have
participated in affecting some
changes here, including raising
the enrollment ceiling which allowed an extra $2 million per
year to the University," he said.
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VOTE
You've Got It Now Use It!
When: Today
Where: 6 - 9 Student Recreation Center
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Sports Tuesday
BG captures fourth MAC tourney
March 13,1990

by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

DETROIT — Miami women's
basketball coach Linda Wunder
said she feared two things entering Saturday's Mid-American
Conference Tournament ChamSionship game against Bowling
Teen — offensive rebounding
and transition basketball.
When the game started, Wunder's fears quickly became reality.
In a game totally dominated
from the onset by Bowling
Green, the Falcons cruised past
Miami, 84-63, to win its fourthstraight MAC tourney title.
While statistics nave been
known to lie, they spoke only the
truth Saturday.
Bowling Green owned the
boards 51-22, which often turned
into easy layups or transition
baskets.
"Bowling Green crashed the
offensive boards and kicked our
tails," Wunder said. "We figured at halftime that 36 of their
48 points were either transition
points or came as a result of
offensive rebounds."
The Falcons shot 53 percent
from the field, while holding

BG's Albers
MAC'S top
freshman
Bowling Green's Lori
Albers has been named the
Mid-American Conference
women's basketball
Freshman of the Year.
Albers has been a force
both as a starter and off
the bench this season,
averaging 8.9 points and
6.4 rebounds per game. In
the 14 games she started,
the Falcons were 12-2.
She scored a career-high
19 points against Eastern
Michigan on Jan. 27 and
had a career-high 15 rebounds at Toledo on Jan 24.
After missing two of the
last four conference games
with a foot injury, Albers
responded with solid play
off the bench in the MAC
Tournament, scoring 36
points and pulling down 26
rebounds in three games.

9

holding Miami to 40 percent
shooting and forcing 24 turnovers to turn the ninth MAC
Championship game into something nobody expected — a rout.
Miami's only lead of the game
came after senior Gaby Downey
sank the second of two free
throws to put them up, 1-0, 24
seconds in the game.
Thirteen seconds later, BG
senior Tecca Thompson's jumper started the Falcons on a 13-0
run and sent the Redskins into a
panic.
The regular season champs
started to rush their shots and
push for a quick comeback. The
result was a first half shooting
percentage of 32 and a championship game record 28-point
deficeit (48-28) at halftime.
"It was very frustrating,"
said Miami's Adrienne Spatz,
who set a tournament game record of five three-pointers. "You
feel like you're not in control
when you're in that situation.
And then people try to take it
upon themselves instead of playing like a team."
"We had trouble in the first
half trying to get the ball inside," Miami's Jennv Higgens
G See Champions, page 11.

South Carolina Falcons'
first oppponent in NCAA

BG News/John Grieshop
Wanda Lyle guards Miami's Tricia Hoptry in the finals of the Mid-American Conference Tournament Saturday at
Detroit's Cobo Arena. The Falcons blasted the Redskins 84-63. They now advance to the NCAA Tournament for
the fourth-consecutive year.

leers get
NCAA bid
despite loss
to Wolves
by Don Hensley
iports writer

Hangin' on.
The Bowling Green hockey
team's finger nails turned white
around the edges, but in the end
they were saved by being
offered their fourth straight bid
to the NCAA tournament.
It took some tight voting by
the NCAA tournament committee, but in the end the Falcons
edged Michigan for the sixth
seed in the West.
Following BG's 5-4 loss to the
Wolverines in Sunday's thirdplace game of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association's version of the Final Four, things
looked gloomy for the icers.
But after hours of deliberation, the Falcons came away
with the seed and will travel to
Maine, which received the number-three seed in the East.
"It was one of the most difficult decisions we had, it was real
tight," said Bruce McLeod, who
is the athletic director at Minnesota-Duluth and was the head of
the committee. "If you iook at
their won-loss percentage, it
was comparable and the
strength of schedule was a tossup.
"It basically came down to
head-to-head where BG was 3-2
and in the comparison of common opponents where BG held
an 18-10-2 record."
Although the Wolverines
posted a better record (24-12-6)
than BG (25-15-2), it will be the
Falcons heading to Maine for
the second time this season —
the first being in the Dexter Shoe
Classic where BG lost to the
Black Bears 7-4 in the championship game.
G See Tourney, page 11.

For the fourth straight year, the women's basketball team is one of 32 schools to qualify for the
NCAA Division I Tournament.
Bowling Green earned an automatic berth by
winning the Mid-American Conference Tournament in Detroit over the weekend.
The Falcons travel to Columbia, S.C., for a 7
p.m. contest against the Gamecocks.
South Carolina is the fifth seed in the Mideast
region while BG is seeded No. 12.
USC head coach Nancy Wilson guided her team
to a 22-8 overall record and received an at-large
bid into the tourney.
The Gamecocks compiled a 13-1 Metro Conference record, finished first in the regular season but
settled for runner-up in the conference tournament.
Southern Mississippi defeated the Gamecocks in
the Metro Conference Tournament final 95-88 in

double overtime. To get there, USC downed Tulane
(71-62) and Louisville (80-60).
Junior Beth Hunt is regarded as one of the best
players in the country and has ranked among the
nation's top 20 scorers all season. The 6-foot-2 forward averages 23.1 points and 10.2 rebounds per
game.
Three other members of the USC starting lineup, Karen Middleton, Lisa Diaz, and Schonna
Banner each average more than 12 ppg. Middleton
is nationally ranked among three-point shooters
(66-146for45percent).
The Associated Press ranked South Carolina
17th and USA Today had USC 18th last we**
BG enjoyed its fourth straight 20-win season and
boasts nine consecutive MAC Tournament wins
Victims seven, eight and nine were Eastern Michigan, Toledo and Miami.

leers swept in by LSSU, Michigan
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

DETROIT—One win.
That was what the Falcon
hockey team needed to secure
for the fourth straight year for a
spot at "The Big Dance," the
NCAA Tournament.
At least that was the perception of most college hockey experts.
Yet following a winless weekend in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association Championships at Joe Louis Arena, BG
will not be an unfortunate wallflower, even though it fell to
Lake Superior, 5-3 Saturday in
the semi-finals and Michigan,
5-4 in Sunday's third-place
game.
The loss to the Wolverines appeared to end the Falcons'
chances of receiving a national
bid — pre-game speculation had
the winner continuing into the
NCAA post-season and the loser
hanging up the skates until next
season.
The game's importance was
evident — when the final horn
sounded, UM players piled-up in
celebration, while the Falcons,
heads hung low, slowly skated
aimlessly around the ice and
later raised their sticks, saluting
BG fans for their season-long
support.
Though they did not know it

then, the teams had their roles
reversed and the speculators
miffed — the tournament committee decided to send BG to
Maine and Michigan back home
to Ann Arbor, Mich.
"It's important to win here,"
BG coach Jerry York said. "We
entered the game with no suppositions. We wanted to win ... it
tells us the league is strong and
how difficult it is to win here."
Not capitalizing on three
5-on-3 power plays during the
weekend made it even more
difficult for BG.
Sunday, the Falcons — who
enter the NCAA Tournament
25-15-2 — had two such unsuccessful opportunities which
helped lead to their demise.
After trailing 3-1 after the first
period, the Falcons had the
chance to close the margin with
a two-man advantage at 6:42 of
the second. A stingy penaltykilling squad from Michigan, led
by the play of goaltender Warren Sharpies, held BG scoreless
during the stretch.
Instead, Michigan (24-12-6)
increased its lead at the 9:45
mark, when Denny Felsner
moved up the right side then fed
to David Roberts parallel to him
on the left flank.
Roberts faked left, drawing
BG goalie Angelo Libertucci
away from the net, then neatly
scooted the puck into the twine,
giving UM a 4-1 advantage.

EMU'S Hurons
out-muscle
BG men 62-60
in MAC tourney

Courtesy the Key/Paul Vernon
Michigan's Denny Felsner scores in Sunday's CCHA consolation game against the Falcons at Joe Louis Arena in
Detroit. BG lost in the semi-finals to the Lake Superior 4-2 on Saturday.

The teams shared goals until
BG's All-Tournament performer
Rob Blake narrowed the gap to
5-3 with only six seconds remain-

by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer
DETROIT — It is no secret
the Eastern Michigan men's
basketball team relies heavily
on the inside game.
The mystery entering Friday night's matchup with
Bowling Green, however, was
if the Falcons could stymie
that strength — as it had in a
pair of victories against the
Hurons during regular-season
play — again.
The answer turned out to be
a resounding "no," and the result was a 62-60 Hurons' victory at Cobo Arena.

ing in the second. To boot, Wolverine Ryan Pardoski viciously
cross-checked Blake following
the goal, eliciting a two-minute

The first-round setback sent
the Falcons home early from
MAC Tournament action. The
Hurons proceeded to lose in
Saturday's semi-final action to
eventual tournament champion Ball State.
Friday, the inside duo of
Kory Hallas and Brian Nolan,
who entered the game as the
Hurons' second and third leading scorers, led the way with 11
and 13 points, respectively.
Those point totals aren't
exactly eye-popping figures,
except when considering the
Falcons managed to hold the
duo to a total of 14 points in a
65^0 overtime victory two
weeks ago in Ypsilanti, Mich.

minor.
As the squads entered for the
third period, referee Brent
□ See leers, page 12.

"Our objective was to front
the low-post guys and have the
defensive man on the opposite
side come over and help out,"
said BG junior forward Joe
Moore.
"But on many occasions we
got there too late and that
caused problems for us."
The insistence of the Hurons
to get the ball inside led to foul
trouble for BG's Ed Colbert.
The 6-foot-9 center sat out a
good portion of both halves due
to fouls.
Utilizing the inside game
also played a major role in the
Hurons shooting 26 free throws
— connecting on 17. The FalC See Falcons, page 12.
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Falcons receive bid into NIT

Buckeyes defeat
Falcon netters 8-1

Larranaga: BG deserved to be in post-season tournament
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Disappointed and down.
That was the emotional state
Friday night of the Bowling
Green men's basketball team
following a 62-60 defeat in the
Juarter-final of the Midmerican
Conference
Tournament
championship
at Detroit's
Cobo Arena.
Sunday, the
Falcons emotions were
ones of jubilation and exLarranaga
citement.
The National Invitation Tournament extended a bid to BG
and the Falcons gladly accepted.
BG will play at the University
of Cincinnati at 8 p.m. Friday in
a first round game at the Shoemaker Center. The Bearcats
(19-13) finished tied for second
in the Metro Conference.
After losing in the first round
of the MAC tourney, the Falcons' chances of gaining a postseason bid were diminished.

But even so, head coach Jim
Larranaga believed his team
still should be invited to either
the NCAA Tournament or NIT
Tournament.
"Our club's chances would
have been much better if we had
won," he said after the Eastern
Same. "When you consider we
on't have a senior on the team
and our schedule, we deserve a
bid.
"In the past, the NIT selected
teams who would seem to have a
bright future."
The NIT stayed true to form.
A representative from the NTT
telephoned BG athletic director
Jack Gregory, who in turn,
called Larranaga about 9:45
p.m. Sunday. He then called the
players.
"They're all excited," he said.
"We're excited to get an NTT
bid. We've worked hard and
earned a post-season bid. I
would have been disappointed
had we not gotten in."
When Bowling Green and Kent
State, two of the hottest three
teams in the MAC, lost in the
quarter-final, there was doubt
whether the MAC would get
three teams in the post season —
NIT (32 teams) and NCAA (64).
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Appalachian Trail
Hiking Trip
March 17-24
$135 includes
transportation,
food & equipment.
Limited space:
Come to the

[UT^D office NOW!!
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But in addition to the Falcons,
the Golden Flashes also
received a bid to the NIT. They
will play at St. Louis Friday
night.
Ball State won the MAC Tournament and received the automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
"The MAC is the most underrated conference in the country.
I had anticipated two (MAC)
teams getting in the NCAA. I'm
disappointed we didn't get two
in, but I'm happy with one in the
NCAA and two in the NTT," Larranaga said.
Larranaga's Falcons finished
56th in the computer poll. That

ranked BG in the 11th spot of the
teams which did not make the
NCAA Tournament.
The Falcons' season was highlighted by a 81-79 win over Big 10
champion Michigan State. The
Spartans are the No. 1 seed in
the Midwest Region of the NCAA
Tournament.
BG also had respectable losses at Providence and Xavier,
both of whom are in the NCAA
Tournament.
"We've played a great regular
season and we've proved to be
one of the better teams in the
country," Larranaga said.
"We're honored to be one of the
96 teams still playing."

Oklahoma final
No. 1 in AP poll
(AP) - It's final. Oklahoma is
No.l.
While there was a lot of moving and shaking going on below
them, the Sooners received 57
first-place votes and 1,590 points
to finish first in the final Associated Press college basketball
poll.
It was second straight week
atop the poll for Oklahoma
(26-4), which won the Big Eight
tournament on Sunday.
Second-place UNLV (29-5),
the Big West champion, got
three first-place votes and 1,462
points. Three first-place votes
also went to fourth-place Michigan State (28-5), the Big 10
champion, which got 1,436 points
and finished 36 points behind Big
East champion Connecticut
(28-5).
The only other first-place vote
went to La Salle, the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
champion and the nation's winningest Division I team (29-1).
Rounding out the Top 10 in voting by a nationwide panel of
sports writers and boradcasters
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As I watched and listened to the audience at last Thursdays debate I realized I was as
responsible as Mr. Coughlin for dividing students Into two camps. But unlike Mr.
Coughlln I cannot In good conscience claim to represent "All Students", while In reality only dividing them further. Also, I am tired of the division, tired of the harassment, tired of seeing my family worrying and fearing attack. Therefore, as president of
an organization pledged to bring all men and women together regardless of any artificial barrier, I felt that I must resign from the current USG race for president. None the
less, let no one think that I, my Vice President candidate TaWanda Pegram or any other
person who is discriminated against at this university will or should cease to speak
out.
Last night my best friend (who Is Japanese and sees our culture In a unique way) said
to me, "Cralg I like your being a campus leader, but I hate the harassment." More often she has told me she fears for her own safety, because someone might hurt her trying to get to me, or spray paint "Niger" on her car as they have done to mine. What
do I tell my nine year old daughter when she comes home crying because parents of
her classmates have been thoughtful enough to send them off to school with copies of
the latest BG News which depicts her father as a "Dog, liar and robber" but never
mentions his years as a parole officer, drug counselor or his making the Deans List or
the hours and hours he spends away from her working to make the community she will
inherit maybe, just maybe, a little bit better? Well last night I told them It was over,
that I "resigned" and now "They " would leave us alone. I told her the phone calls
would stop and soon we could drive our own car again...But I wonder?
Tonight I saw a little girl my daughters age interviewed on "Nlghtline", she was asked]
"which do you think are better, white people or black people?" The nine year old
Black South Afrikan girl answered, "...white, because If you're White you can do
anything." "Well" the Interviewer persisted, "which would you rather be?" and this
beautiful little girl answered "white".
In the eyes of that little South Afrikan girl I saw the reflection of my own life, because
at her age I would have answered with the same reply. And to me that Is what "Black
History" is all about. It Is about making sure that no where on this Earth a child need
never be ashamed of the color of their skin.
Finally, I encourage all students to vote In the USG elections being held today and tomorrow. But as you vote remember the fact that this year's administration has never
addressed, racism, sexism, heterosexism, violence against women or raising tuition.
Remember that while all of us are trying to make due on less and less money as follows: catered "retreat" $1,500, new phone (For the Pressidents office) $150, Banquet
$1000, secretary for "Office of the President" $160, tuition waiver for President and
Vice President $2000 (the amount requested for next year is $4000) and last but not
least on a list that amounts to $9,040 per year is an "entertainment expense" account
for the "Office of the President" in the amount of $600. Now ask yourselves, can I afford another year of this guy?
All this yeer I have watched as USG was used by the present administration to reward |
friends and attempt to punish enemies, starting with ellminationg non partisan representation, trying to eliminate one third of the minority representation In the general assembly and continuing through, trying to "Amend the Constitution" to keep out
"anyone convicted of a felony." I pray all of you this year will vote for someone more
interested In the needs of all students that In petty attacks on Individual student* and
advancing their own political schemes. I pray that the winner this year will be someone who is more Interested In bringing us all together, than dividing us In partisan
campus. I pray the dream Is still alive!
Cralg K Taliaferro
N.A.A.C.P. President

were Kansas, Syracuse, Arkansas, Georgetown, Georgia Tech
and Purdue.
UNLV rose one spot to second,
while Connecticut jumped three
spots to third. Michigan State
advanced from seventh to
fourth, while Georgia Tech
jumped to ninth from 14th after
winning the Atlantic Coast Conference title.
Missouri, which held the top
spot on two different occasions,
dropped from No. 6 to No. 11
after being upset by Colorado in
the opening round of the Big
Eight tournament.
Completing the Top 25 were
La Salle, defending NCAA
champion Michigan, Arizona,
Duke, Louisville, Clemson, Illinois, Louisiana State, Minnesota, Loyola Marymount, Oregon State, Alabama, New Mexico State and Xavier of Ohio.
Alabma rejoined the Top 25 by
winning the Southeastern Conference tournament. Georgia,
the SEC regular-season champion and No. 25 last week,
dropped out after losing to Vander&ilt in the quarterfinals of the
SEC tournament.

by Jamie Joss
sports writer

With the echoes of such
great coaches and players as
Woody Hayes, Chris Spielman, Archie Griffin, it's
tough to overshadow their
fame and success. '
But for the undefeated Ohio
State men's tennis team, they
seem to be on the verge of
overcoming that obstacle.
When the Bowling Green
men's tennis team (2-7)
headed into Saturday's match
with the Buckeyes (6-0) they
didn't expect a victory
against their intrastate rival
and form nearly held true
with an 8-1 defeat.
Although their expectations
were high they did salvage
the lone victory from Steve
Mudre at No. 3 singles.
He defeated OSU's Stephen
Miguel 7-5,6-2.
'TTie victory was very important for him, boosting his
confidence heading into our
S-ing trip," BG coach Gene
lando said.
The netters have had their
share of problems this year,
losing two of their incoming
freshmen players.
"It's tough when you're
playing matches shorthanded, when the other team has
all of their freshmen," Orlando said.
The schedule also is much
tougher than last year, playing two teams in the top 20
and a spring trip which will
include teams from such conferences as the Big 10, Pac-10
and Ivy League.
"We scheduled these teams
because we felt we would be
able to compete, but with the

Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thru Friday 9:O0 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

♦
♦
♦

Computer Science Graduate
student needs 30 undergraduate
students to participate in an
experiment involving the use of
a Macintosh computer.
Participants must meet the
following requirements:
I.Be able to participate twice
for 3 hours each lime.
2.Havc never taken a Computer
Science Course or MIS 200.
3.Familiar with the Macintosh
Computer.
Each participant will receive
$5 per hour. For more
information call 353-6094
from 6pm-9pm, ask for Jon.

Daffodil Days
Send a bouquet to a friend
(on or off campus) while helping
American Cancer Society
research and services
Delivery Dates: March 20 & 21
•Cr Order by March 14 #
One bouquet - 10 fresh Daffodils. Donation of $5/bouquet to accompany order.
Make check payable to AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY (ACS) and mail to address below by
March 15th.
Deliver.

bouquet (s) to me:

NAME:

Phone #:
ADDRESS:

Also deliver to the following persons in my behalf: (please print)
NAME:
# of bouquets:

Phone #:

ADDRESS:
FROM (for gift card):.

NAME:
» of bouquets:

Phone #:

ADDRESS:
FROM (for gift card):.

NAME:
# of bouquets:

Phone *:

ADDRESS.
FROM (for gift card):.

Delivery area: ALL of Wood County. Please indicate CITY on order form.
Mail to:

Daffodil Days
c(o Beta Theta PI
BQSU
372-2810

or

THANK YOU
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The Falcons Doug Dickinson fell to the Buckeyes Kostis Glavas in fifth singles 6-4,
6-2.
In sixth single, BG's Mike
Teets was set down by OSU's
Saumil Jhaveri 6-2,6-2.
The BG doubles teams were
swept, but they did get the
needed experience since the
switching of the first and second doubles teams.
The closest match was in
the third doubles match
where Falcons Mudre and
Rob Suski were defeated by
Buckeyes Frank DeCastro
and Eric Berg 6-4,6-2.

$ MAKE MONEY $

Preferred Properties
FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES

loss of these players it has really hurt our level of play,"
Orlando said. "However, this
schedule will lead to the maturity and improvement of
our team."
In first singles, the Falcons
John Green faced his second
nationally ranked opponent
against the Buckeyes Ty
Tucker, presently ranked
30th. Green was defeated 6-2,
6-1.
BG's Justin Overholser, at
No. 2 singles, lost to OSU's
Kevin Dibelius 6-2,7-5.
"He (Overholser) played
well and had two set points in
the second set but just
couldn't close it out," Orlando
said.
In fourth singles, OSU's
foreign import from Hungary, Gabor Koves, defeated
BG's Mike Hain 6-0,6-0.
Koves has and will play in
the off-season for Hungary's
Davis Cup team. He played in
his first match since a bout
with pneumonia and, according to OSU coach John Daly,
will likely move to the No. 1
singles spot.

American Cancer Society
P.O. Box 47
Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Sailing toward a MAC title
Bonner, Thompson pilot the way through rough waters
by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

DETROIT — Once upon a time, 12 players
and five coaches set sail on a voyage across
the waters of college basketball.
Before they even pushed off shore, clouds
of doubt hovered over their ship.
Sure, skeptics were saying, the past three
years have been like gliding over a smoothas-glass resort lake with three superstars at
thenelm.
But when the cruise ship docked following
last season, three of the best players the
Mid-American Conference has ever seen
went ashore, leaving a rooster-tail of pride
and tradition in their wake.
So when Fran Voll and his assistants went
to fuel up for the 1989-90 campaign, they relied heavily on some high-octane tradition.
Three straight MAC Championships and
as many conference tournament crowns is a
difficult act to follow.
But the ship was in capable hands. With
seniors Angie Bonner and Tecca Thompson
wearing captain caps and a talented crew of
underclassmen, the Falcons kept to their
business and refused to listen to the critics.
BG manuvered through the nonconference schedule, winning five of eight
games while taking on such formidable foes
as Dayton, Illinios State and Michigan State.
That was the pre-season. As coach Voll
stood over the bow and peared at the waters
that lie ahead on the conference schedule, he
knew his senior captains would have to show
the way.
Toledo, Miami and Ball State must have
looked like iceburgs waiting to sink the Falcons' ship.
After an easy win over a rebuilding Kent
State crew, Bowling Green came face-toface with those aforementioned iceburgs,
losing at BSU and dropping a home game to
the Redskins.
Many people had forgotten what losing
MAC games was all about. After all, winning
22 straight could spoil anyone — including
visiting sports writers, who were all anxious, win or lose, to fire THE question at
Voll:
"This has been sort of a down season for
your team, coach. How has losing the three
seniors affected your team?"

The coach never made excuses. This team
belongs to the Bonners, the Thompsons, the
Finfrocks, the Albers, the Gormans, the
Vicks and the rest of the players, he always
answered.
The confidence Voll showed in his troops
soon began to show through.
Road trips to Central and Western coupled
with home contests against MarylandBaltimore and Ohio brought four straight
wins.
The BG crew charted the course: 10-5
overall, 4-2 in the MAC.
When the Falcons invaded Savage Hall to
take on the second-place Rockets, the tidalsize waves began to shake the BG ship like a
toy boat in a hurricane.
Bowling Green put up a fight for most of
the game, until Bonner was whistled for her
fifth foul and moments later issued a technical foul for her uncharacteristic vehement
protest.

Bonner

Thompson

cons would have to get by gutsy Eastern
Michigan, the sixth seed, then second-seed
Toledo and top-seeded Miami.
Against the Hurons, Bonner stepped her
game up to a new level, scoring 31 points. It
was the sixth straight game Bonner led the
team in scoring.
Voll then pointed the rudder toward Detroit and temporarily docked at Co bo Arena.
An ailing Savage and inspired performances by Albers and Thompson gave the
Falcons their first win over UT since last
year and a ticket to the finals against the
Redskins.
Voll said it may have been the biggest win
since he's been the coach.
Little did he know what the next game
would bring.
Bonner and Thompson combined for 35
Saints to cap off their dream season with a
lowout win over the top-seeded Redskins to
keep the tournament crown in Bowling
Green.

Analysis
By the final buzzer, Kelly Savage had sunk
enough three-pointers to drown the Falcons,
72-61 to widen the gap in the MAC standings
which had Miami on top, UT in second and
BG in third.
After the Rockets shot a hole in Bowling
Green's hull, Voll skillfully steered his team
out of a tropical storm and into the sunshine.
Six consecutive conference wins followed,
including revenge victories over Miami and
Ball State.
Downscope: 17-7 overall, 10-3 in the MAC,
still in third place.
Game two with Toledo packed more than
2,000 screaming Falcon fans into Anderson
Arena. After 20 minutes of play, it looked as
if BG would avenge its earlier loss and move
into second place.
But the Rockets launched a second half attack behind Savage's outside shooting to
stop BG, 68-55.
Heading into the MAC Tournament as the
third seed put the Falcons in the role of
underdog. In order to make a fourth consecutive trip to the NCAA Tournament, the Fal-
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Tourney
same conference almost did get
in.

LJ Continued from page 9.
Following the Wolverines'
performance against the Falcons in the third-place game, it
appeared BG would either be the
odd team out or the committee
would take four teams from the
CCHA. But this would take
something that had never been
done and the committee may
have been hesitant abou setting
a precedent.
"I certainly don't know if the
committee is ready to do that,"
McLeod said. "We considered it.
After the automatic qualifiers
(winners of respected tournaments) are taken, the committee is wide open and we did consider the possibility of taking
four teams from a conference."
BG athletic director Jack
Gregory, who was also a member of the four-man panel
agreed that four teams from the

Maybe there is
a substitute for
expec&nce.

"We almost had four teams
from two different conferences
get in," he said. "But, there may
come a day when four teams do
receive bids from the same conference."
A third member of the committee — Laing Kennedy —
cited the reason For the decision
to stay away from four teams
from the same conference was
because of the growth in college
hockey.
"You have to keep in mind
that Division I college hockey is
flourishing and you have four
good leagues (to choose from)."
The other first-round matchups feature Clarkson (21-9-3)
traveling to Minnesota (25-13^2),
Alaska-Anchorage (17-9-2) visiting Lake Superior (31-8-3), and
North Dakota at Boston University (21-13-2).
The winner of the MinnesotaClarkson game then will face
Boston College (25-11-1) at BC,
the BG-Maine winner will travel
to Wisconsin (32-9-1), the Lake
Superior-Anchorage winner will
go to Colgate (28-5-1), while the
North Dakota-BU series will
face the number-one team in the
country, Michigan State, in East
Lansing, Mich.
The four semi-final winners
then will advance to Joe Louis
Arena where the NCAA semifinals and finals will be played
March 30 and April 1.

Much was said in the post game jubilation
about tradition. Voll said everyone who ever
put on a BG uniform was a part of this win.
But the credit for this year's success is due
to the current crew of players and coaches —
with the spotlight falling on Thompson and
Bonner.
Now the pair will readjust their captain's
caps and set sail for South Carolina and the
first round of the Big Show.
Four years in basketball, four trips to the
NCAA Tournament.
Regardless of the outcome of thisyear's
tournament, however, Bonner and Thompson no doubt agree, this trip was the
sweetest of all.

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

Champions
G Continued from page 9.
said. "(Bowling Green) has
tough players inside. We
through everything we could at
them/7
Bowling Green coach Fran
Voll said he did not expect his
team's quick start.
"I donit know if we've ever got
out of the chute like we did (Saturday). It was just amazing,"
said Voll, who has guided his
team to a 130-44 record in six
seasons. "We certainly came to
Detroit ready to play.
The Redskins more than doubled their scoring output in the
second half (43), but drew no
closer than 19 points.
To put the game into further
Srspective, Miami didn't score
points (BG's halftime total)
until there was 6:24 left in the
game.
"We came out so fired up that
everybody's wheels were spinning," said BG senior Angie
Bonner. "Every player was doing something spectacular
everytime down the floor and
you can't help being involved in
that."
"I never thought that we were
going to be able to blow Miami
out, said BG senior Tecca

Thompson. "I thought it was going to tie a good game, but when
we got up by 10,1 was thinking,
'come on girls — let's keep it
up.'"
Voll credited his team's defense on Miami's main scoring
threats Spatz (17 points), Gaby
Downey (two points) and Heidi
Blomberg (eight points).
"Miami has some tremedous
shooters." Voll said. "We did an
extremely good job on them defensively. If you give them an
inch, they'll put it in the hole."
Voll said this championship is
special because people didn't
expect them to win it this
season.
"They're all sweet," he said.
"It's not that anyone is particulary better than any other. But
this one is my most important
one from the standpoint mat it
just happened."
Bonner, who was selected the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player, led the Falcons in scoring and rebounding with 18
points and 11 rebounds. Thompson, who was also selected to the
women's all-tournament team,
added 17 points and nine rebounds.
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SPRING 1990 INITIATES
Mike Yon
Daniel Driskell
Adam Hentz
Darren Docherty
Tom Johnson
Sal Sciallo'
Aarron Cox
Steve Hurst
Justin Overholser
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Kent McGuire
Chris Stormann
Jamie Koehler
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Chris Abruzzese
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leers
D Continued from page 9.
Rutherford called a bench minor
on UM because an assistant disputed Pardoski's penalty. This
gave BG a two-man advantage
for almost two minutes, yet the
Falcons barely managed a shot
during the span.
"What hurt us was the inability to convert the 5-on-3s," York
said. "We were a little rattled
(during the second one), because we thought we were only
going to have a s-on-4."
Blake scored again at 17:33 of
the third, but Sharpies and UM
staved off a late Falcon rally to
win.
Martin Jiranek, one of BG's
best players during the last
month and in the championships, said Sharpies' play helped
take the Falcons off their game.
"Whenever one of us had a
chance to score, we had to try to
make it (count)," he said.

"When you snoot and you miss
the net, it's from aiming too
much. We should have settled
down — a lucky goal is as good
as one where you pick the corner."
For the Wolverines, defeating
BG showed the squad's ability to
recover following a heartbreaking 4-3 overtime loss Saturday to
eventual champion Michigan
State.
"From our standpoint, we felt
last night was a disappointing
loss," said UM head coach Red
Berenson. "To rebound today
with a good game is a tribute to
our team.
"This is a big step for our program," he added. Making It to
Joe Louis was long overdue. We
finally made it here, and we took
another step this year (by winning)."
As they did against UM, the
Falcons failed to convert a cru-

cial 5-on-3 against Lake Superior
(31-8-3) in the semi-final.
Down 3-1 late in the second,
successive Laker penalties gave
BG the opportunity to creep
back into the game. But BG,
though putting good pressure on
ISSU goalie Darren Madeley,
could not convert.
"Killing off the 5-on-3 was the
turning point," Laker coach
Frank Anzalone said. "It got us
back to a &on-5 situation."
The Falcons' Jim Solly did
score, however, at 7:12 to put
BG within reach at 3-2. Yet,
Laker Jeff Jablonski, who like
Blake earned All-Tournament
honors, dampened the Falcons'
hopes tor a comeback at 13:24,
after he flicked in a shot from
between the circles over Libertucci's right shoulder to give
LSSU a 4-2 lead and eventual
victory.

Falcons
D Continued from page 9.
cons were just 10 of 17 from the
line.
Falcons' head coach Jim
Larranaga said foul shooting
was the key to the game.
"One of our goals was to
keep them off the foul line and
for us to get to the foul line.'' he
said.
While Nolan and Hallas anchored inside play, it was the
performance of forward Chris
Pipken and guard Lorenzo
Neely which kept EMU alive
down the stretch.
With BG holding a 54-53 lead
with 2:48 left, Pipken scored the
next six Huron points to give
them a 59-56 lead with 1:42 re-

maining.
The two squads went scoreless
until Steve Watson recovered a
loose ball after a scramble at
midcourt and fed Moore for a
breakaway dunk with 25 seconds
left.
BG fouled Neely on the Hurons' following possession and he
converted the front end of the
one-and-one. But Neely missed
the second shot and BG's Watson was fouled on the rebound.
Watson proceeded to sink both
shots at the other end to tie the
score at 60 with 19 seconds showing on the clock. After an EMU
timeout at the 16-second mark,
Neely was fouled by Clinton
Venable as he attempted a shot
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from 15 feet with five seconds
left.
Neely made both free throws
for the win.
"I thought Clinton did a good
job defensively right up until the
shot, then Neely did a good job of
driving to the basket, Larranaga said.
The Falcons squandered their
last legitimate opportunity as
Watson's three-quarter court
pass landed out-of-bounds prior
to reaching guard Billy Johnson.
EMU head coach Ben Braun
said close games are becoming
commonplace with the two
teams.
"Our teams just match up
well. We've played three great
games with them all year long,"
he said.
As for the change in outcome?
"We made a few more plays
down the stretch, we grabbed a
few more rebounds and played a
little bit better defense, Braun
said.
Larranaga said BG did not
play' one
<
of its better games.
I thought we were overanxious at the defensive end of
the floor and committed a lot of
fouls," he said. "That gave them
free throws rather than having
to earn it from the field."
Venable's 13 points led BG in
scoring. Moore and Johnson followed with 11 and 10 points, respectively.
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Leap

BG's Billy Johnson tries to block Eastern's Mark Hughes in the MAC Tournament quarter-final on Friday.
The Falcons lost 62-60 when Lorenzo Neely made two free throws with five seconds remaining. BG still
received a bid to the NIT Tournament and will play at Cincinnati at 8 p.m. Friday.
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Can you sing, or play an instrument? Audition
for a paid position in the PRE-REGISTRATION
VARIETY SHOW! Sign-up for auditions at 405
Student Services until March 12th. Auditions will be
held March 12th & 14th.
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Big lO leads NCAA tourney
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Michigan
State, one of a record seven Big Ten teams in
the NCAA basketball tournament, was made
a top seed Sunday along with No. 1 Oklahoma, UNLV and Connecticut.
Joining the Spartans in the 64-team field
were Big Ten rivals Michigan, the defending
national champions, Illinois, Purdue, Indiana, Minnesota and Ohio State. It's the
first time a conference has ever had seven
teams in the tournament.
The Big East was next with six teams, followed by the Atlantic Coast Conference with
five and the Big Eight and Pac-10 with four
apiece. Conferences with three teams are
the Southeastern, Western Athletic, Big
West and Southwest.
Loyola-Marymount (23-5), still mourning
the death of star Hank Gathers, is seeded
11th in the West and will meet New Mexico
State (26-4) on Friday night in a nationallytelevised game. If Loyola wins, it will play
defending champion Michigan in the second
round if the Wolverines beat Illinois State.
Jim Delany. Big Ten commissioner and
chairman of the tournament selection committee, said there were more teams than
usual from west of the Mississippi.
"The West is gathering strength," he said.
"The West has made great progress."
Along with Connecticut — seeded first in
the East — the Big East will be represented
by Georgetown, Providence, St. John's, Syracuse and Villanova. The ACC has Georgia
Tech. Clemson, Duke, Virginia and North
Carolina.
The Sooners, the top seed in the Mideast,
are joined in the tournament by Big Eight
rivals Kansas, Missouri and Kansas State.
The first round begins Thursday and Friday in eight regional cities. A bid is worth a
minimum of $250,000 to each school.
The winners of the regionals will play in
Denver on March 31 at the Final Four. Those
four teams will be guaranteed an estimated
$1.3 million each after expenses.
Sixteen teams with 20 or more victories
were left out, including Southern Illinois
(26-7), Holy Cross (24-5) and Hawaii (23-9).

Making their tournament debut are Coppin State, South Florida, Northern Iowa,
Towson State and Southern Mississippi.
All four top seeds play their opening-round
games on Thursday.
Oklahoma (26-4), which won the Bis Eight
tournament, meets 16th-seeded Towson
State (18-12) in the Midwest Regional in Austin, Texas. Big Ten champ Michigan State
(26-5) plays Murray State (2M) in the
Southeast in Knoxville, Tenn.
UNLV (29-5), the Big West champion,
plays Arkansas-Little Rock (20-9) in the
West in Salt Lake City. The other top seed,
Connecticut (28-5), meets Boston University
(16-11) in the East in Hartford, Conn.
One of the more interesting first-round
matchups has Michigan coach Steve Fisher
going against his alma mater, Illinois State.
"I know where it is." he said. "I know
their nickname and I know they no longer
play in the arena from when I was there. I
knew Illinois State would be in but I didn't
know we would play them."
Five teams will stay close to home for
their opening-round games.
Connecticut plays in Hartford, East Tennessee in Knoxville, Virginia in Richmond,
Loyola-Marymount in Long Beach and Purdue in Indianapolis. The NCAA prohibits
teams from playing on a court where they've
Elayed more than half their home games,
ut does allow teams to play near their campus.
Michigan State coach Jud Heathcote was
pleased with his No. 1 seeding.
"I hope the tournament committee is
right," he said. "When you're the number
one seed, it means you're supposed to be in
the Final Four. We're on a roll.
The Midwest appears to the strongest re6ion based on national ranking, followed by
le Southeast, East and West.
Four Top 10 teams were placed in the
Midwest — No. 1 Oklahoma, No. 5 Georgetown, No. 9 Arkansas and No. 10 Purdue. The
Southeast has No. 4 Syracuse, No. 6 Missouri
and No. 7 Michigan State", while the East has
No. 2 Kansas and No. 8 Connecticut. The

West has only one team ranked in the Top 12
-No. 3 UNLV.
In addition to the Michigan State-Murray
State meeting, first-round games in Knoxville on Thursday include Houston (24-7)
against either Long Beach State or UC-Santa
Barbara, depending on the outcome of the
Big West title game; LSU (22-6) vs. Villanova (18-14) and Georgia Tech (24-6) vs. East
Tennessee State (27-?).
In the Southeast in Richmond on Friday, it
will be Minnesota (20-8) vs. Texas-El Paso
(21-10), Missouri (26-5) vs. Northern Iowa
(22-8), Virginia (19-11) vs. Notre Dame
(16-12), and Syracuse (24-6) vs. Coppin State
First-round West games at Salt Lake City
on Thursday include Ohio State (16-12) vs.
Providence (17-11); Oregon State (2WS) vs.
Ball State (24-6) and Louisville (26-7) vs.
Idaho (25-5). On Friday at Long Beach, it
will be New Mexico State (26-4) vs. LoyolaMarymount (23-5); Michigan (22-7) vs. Illinois State (18-12); Alabama (24-8) vs.
Colorado State (21-8); and Arizona (24-6) vs.
South Florida (20-10).
In the East in Hartford on Thursday, it's
Indiana (18-10) vs. California (21-9); Clemson (24-8) vs. Brigham Young (21-8) and La
Salle, with the tournament's best record at
29-1, vs. Southern Mississippi (20-11). In Atlanta on Friday, it's St. John's (23-9) vs.
Temple (20-10); Duke (24-8) vs. Richmond
(22-9); UCLA (20-10) vs. AlabamaBirmingham (22-8) and Kansas (29-4) vs.
Robert Morris (22-7).
First-round Midwest games in Austin on
Thursday include North Carolina (19-12) vs.
Southwest Missouri State (22-6), Illinois
(21-7) vs. Dayton (21-9) and Arkansas (26-4)
vs. Princeton (20-6). On Friday in Indianapolis, it's Xavier of Ohio (26-4) vs. Kansas
State (17-14), Georgetown (23-6) vs. either
Texas Southern or Southern University,
which played Sunday night for the Southwestern Athletic Conference tournament
championship; Georgia (20-8) vs. Texas
(21-6); and Purdue (21-7) vs. Northeast Louisiana (22-7).
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Tenn. Volunteers
top women's field
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) Unbeaten Louisiana Tech,
Washington, Stanford and Tennessee received top seeds Sunday for the 1990 NCAA Division I
women's basketball tournament.
Louisiana Tech (29-0), the top
seed in the Midwest, and Tennessee (25-5), the top seed in the
East, joined Georgia, Mississippi and Long Beach State as
teams that have made the tournament each of its nine years.
The Southeastern Conference
led the 48-team field with six
schools receiving berths. The
Big Ten followed with five
teams, and the Atlantic Coast
Conference and Pacific-10 Conference each sent four teams.
Each of the top four regional
seeds will receive first-round
byes in the tournament that concludes with the Final Four in
Knoxville, Tenn.
The first and second rounds
will be played on campus sites
March 14-18. Four teams will
advance to the regionals March
22-24 at Norfolk, Va. (East),
Iowa City, Iowa (Mideast), Austin, Texas (West) and Stanford,
Calif. (West).
In the Final Four semifinals
March 30, the East Regional
champion will meet the west,
and the Mideast champion will
face the Midwest. The championship game will be April 1.
In the East, top-seeded Tennessee will face the Old Dominion-St. Joseph's (Pa.) winner.
Byes went to Virginia, Provi-

dence and Connecticut. Other
first round games in the East
will match Clemson against
Manhattan, Maryland against
Appalachian State and Florida
State against Perm State.
In the Mideast, top-seeded
Washington (26-2) will meet the
DePaul-Westem Kentucky winner. Auburn, Iowa and Northwestern drew byes. In the other
games, South Carolina will face
Bowling Green, Vanderbilt will
play Rutgers and Richmond will
meet Tennessee Tech.
In the Midwest, top-seeded
Louisiana Tech will draw the
Southern Mississippi-Louisiana
State winner. North Carolina,
Texas and Purdue drew byes.
The other Midwestern firstround contests will match
Northern Illinois against Texas
Tech, Ohio State against Southern Illinois and Michigan
against Oklahoma State.
In the West, top-seeded Stanford (27-1) will meet the winner
of the Montana-Hawaii game.
Georgia, Stephen F. Austin
State and UNLV received byes.
Other first-round games in the
West include Mississippi against
Utah, Long Beach State against
California and UCLA against
Arkansas.
Appalachian State, California,
DePaul, Michigan, Northern Illinois and Richmond all
received their first NCAA
women's tournament bids.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

LOST, gold chain and charm with 3 stones. Tamare. 353-8783

DAFFOOIL DAYS
March 20 a 21
Phi OaHa Theta

SERVICES OFFERED
"ASM"
Meeting 3-1490
«7:4t
BAfoomllO
.
* AJ majors welcome lo attend!

•ETHNIC STUDIES ASSOCIATION'
Come and see what we're an about'
Every Wednesday (341 Edoc BWg )
7.30pm
An organization lo celebrate
cultural diversity
•EVERYONE WELCOME!"

AHA.
Formal Meeting
Speeker: Mr. Bob Oswald
Ctrrtaa Co. Group V.P.
Tuee March 13 7:30
220 MSC
■ring 11.00 lor SO/SO draw

MMO
March 13 7:30 PM
Topic: Upcoming Office Flections
121 Weal Hall
BO PRO
DO THE RIGHT THING The video win be pre
•anted at the next general meeting ol THE
STUDENT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATlONTonlght 7 PM 207 Williams
Don't miss It!

Sharing The World In Ua
World Student Association preeanta rta annual
International Dinner Come and enjoy our exotic
ethnic lood and live entertainment from al over
theworid.
Place Fast United Methodiet Church
I508E Wooater {Next lo Wendy's)
Date Sat April 7. 1880
Time: 7:00pm- 10:30pm
Ticket SS
Ticket Sales March 12-14 (10:30am-5pm)
March 15(10:30em- 7pm)
March 26 (10:30am • Spm)
March 27(10:30am - Spml
Note Tickets not available at the doorl
Buy tickets buy phone at 372-2248. In the
Union Foyer, or atop in at Int I Lounge, 411
South Hal
Uncle Mlke'l Nightmare
wB be performing af
QUAD ROCK {Founders Dining Hal)
Thursday March 15 at 8:00pm
FREE and Open to all1

FOUNO:tan pair ol leather gloves in West Hall
Stop by BG News to claim

CINEMARK THEATRES

K1*"0

CINEMA 5

354 0558

Do you wish to form

your own band?

The Hunt For Red October PG
Sean Connerv
4 20, 700. 0 40

MADHOUSE

PG-13

John Larroouette Knetie Alley
12 20. 2 20. 4 30. 7 OO. 0 00

Environmental Intereat Group
General Meeting - Find out how you can be a
part of Earth Dey 7 30pm. 3 14. 203 Hayes

Joe vs. the Volcano

RUN FOR THE EARTH

BAD INFLUENCE
Rob Lowe
4 35. 7 30, 8 30

Apr* 22. 1990

•SKrun ' T-shirts w'entry ■ prizes '
RegkMer today! Forma at 124 Hayes
Caf Chrie at 3728808 for more kilo
m celebration ol Earth Day
Thinking of going to Europe this summer? Travel agent wfl be on campus tonight. March 13
9 OO PM BAA 10OO

SORORITY
LSAT-QMAT-ORE-MCAT-FMQEMS
Kaplan Educational Center
CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Abortions thru 1 7 weeks
Morning after treatment
AN personal and private
Proud to be pro-choice

A TO Z DATA CENTER * 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express. Typing. Resumes FAX. copies
LAST CHANCE
Don't let Dayfona Beach paaa you by We
lowered our rates so you can tty Air only $139
plus tax Hotel S air only S238 plus tax. CALL
NOW tor details or reservations Wendy
364-7038

Smalclassess
Home Study Malenaie
Teat-n-Tape Library
Take Kaplan or lake your chences1
Classes Forming Now: 536-3701
Need a canng response
to your pregnancy concema?
Can BG PREGNANCV CENTER
al 354-HOPE
For into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
Typing I 35 per page 354 037 1
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable ratea with accuracy
Cal 352 3887 from SAM to SPM

FALL

RUSH INFORMATION
NKJHT
March 21 i 29
9:1 S Union Town Suite
For more information cal
Ann Brogen at 372-2534

Tom Hanks Meg Ryan
4:45, 7 20, 0 20

PG

HARD TO KILL

Stephen Seagal)
4 40V7:lOTo
U.T"1', """-"-"
Comattg Mawcli '8

BLUE STEEL
•vttri Jam* Curt*

Pheasant Room Specials

VOTE FOR
MARCY COLLINS
USQ SENATOR AT LAROE

• • • JENNIFER RUTK OWSKI • • •
VOTE TODAY FOR USD SENATOR AT LAROE
• • -JENNIFER RUTKOWSKr • ■
VOTE TODAY FOR USD SENATOR AT LAROE

• • ALPHA PHI • • ALPHA PHI " ■
Congratulalione Marni Kamber on your pearkno
to Eric Fntcnie
• • ALPHA PHI • • ALPHA PHI ■ ■

continued on p. 14
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University Bookstore
will be CLOSED
March 17-24
for Annual Inventory

VOTE FOR
MARCY COLLINS
USG SENATOR AT LAROE

PERSONALS

LOST & FOUND

1234 NORTH MALL ST.
Uncle Mike's Nightmare w«
be at QUAD ROCK to answer
your qu—pona during Intermissions
Thursday. March 1 Sat9:00pm

» in EDITING SERVICES lor
Theses. Books. Articles. Reports
'RESUMES, Composed 1 Laser PrintedState-of-the-art WORD PROCESSING
Versatile. AH-Ph D Stan
KOBHEKT SERVICE Cal 352-8744

Cleveland Cavs
vs.
Boston Celtics

Basketball Game
on
Friday, April 16, 1990

Depart from Bowling Green at 4:30 p.m. from the
Union Oval. Return after game.
Price: $19 (covers ticket and transportation)
Sign up in the l^j_n>S/ °fflcc
(3rd floor Union) by April 6.

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
AN ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR.
Low-income,
First generation, and
Physically handicapped and-learning
disabled college students

Sunday Brunch Buffet - $5.75
Services OFFERED by the program are:

=CHARLESTOWN-n

Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00

MID AM MANOR

Tuesday - Steak Night

APARTMENTS

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00
Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00
Hours:

Sunday
Mon.-Thur.
Friday
coupons, cash t
charge accepted

12-2 pm
11:30am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30-7 pm M-Th
12:00-2 pm Sun

Located in [he University Union

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Individualized instruction
Tutorial assistance
Academic-skills assessment
Academic and Career advising
Financial aid advising

WHAT IS THE COST
OF THESE SERVICES?
The services are free to all
eligible student participants
WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT?
Mr. Aurelio Sanchez, Jr., Coordinator,
Advising and Counseling
Student Support Services
Academic Enhancement
101 University Hall
(419) 372-2677
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Chrla Harder
CongnktuaMona on becoming an active of tha
Delta Sgel Way to go'
Love. Carolyn

continued from p. 13
•MARK JBLAKELY'
•'USO SENATOR" •

DZDZDZDZDZ
CongratuMtione Mela— Dyer on her levaaerlng
to Sigma Nu Don Blzzarro Love. Your Deka
Zeta Slaters
DZDZDZDZDZ

JAMMSN' IN JAMAICA
I /2 THE $ * 2X THE FUN
CALL: 3S3-TOUR-3S3-BU7

CRAB RACES TONIGHT!
FLORIDA. WHO NEEDS IT?
CRAB RACE* TONIGHT!

• "ALPHA PHI •• PI KAPPA PHI • •
Congrarufatione Shoty Wenmger on your
PI Kappa Phi pinning lo Pal Roober
• 'PI KAPPA PHI • • ALPHA PHI • •

00 JAatMN' IN JAMAICA
CRAI RACES TONrOHTI
MARCH 18-26TH
CRAB RACES TONIOHTI

■ALPHA QAMMA DELTA'
JannHarMabaa
Congratulattoni on being swarded tha
PRESIDENT'S AWARD. Wa are all ao proud ol

DeTey
Experience • Integrity
Vote lor Dave Darcy
USD Senator at Largo
E lee trans March 13 14

•Out
Love, Your AQD Slateri
'ALPHA QAMMA DELTA'
Way lo go girln
Congratulations on Acadamlc Improvement
Award!
•ALPHA QAMMA DELTA*
-ALPHA QAMMA DELTAWayloOol!
Congratulation a on winning
Chapter Exettence
•ALPHA QAMMA DELTA'

DARCY
Experience - Integrity
Vote lor Dave Darcy
USO Senator at Large
Elections March 13 14
Delta Tau Delta would Ike lo congratulate Todd
Machuca and Kathy Doepkar KKQ on the* recent lavatorlng

Alpha Pfn
LlaaDaSahra
Conor atutanona to tha graataal
big on becoming a Rho-Chl.
Lova your ittle.
Sua
Alpha PM

Delta Tau Delta would Ike to congratulale Jafl
Dunmife and Megan DeCrane KKQ on their recent ravaaanng

Ara you hungry?
II ao aat fraa. Buy a McDonald! coupon book
with eight fraa ooupona from any A.M.A.
mambar for |uat S2 Any questions, contact
Shally 354-7927
BARB MILLER
Do tha right thing and pick on somebody your
own size!

Beach Party
at Quarters Cafe
Thursday March ISNoon-2 30 AM
Food and Drink Specials
Beer Beiy Contest
Coma One. Come AH
But moat Importantly
COME

Beach Party
at Quarters Cafe
Thursday March 15. noon-2 30 AM
Food and Drink Specters
Beer Betty Contest
Come One. Come AJ
But moat importantly
COME

Camplng:»30»-Luxury Vllla!:»55v
Special Ratea tor Qroupa(4 or more)
DISCOUNTS * DISCOUNTS
OET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
15% off a* non-prraecrtptton atmojaaiae
at Drs BaatUe & Archer. Inc
1022N Prospect
Serengetl * Porsche
Ray Ban * Vuamet
Carrara * Froureecente
Hey Ladies! Are you Brad ol trying to ehave m
the ehower? Need to gel nd ol thoae hairy legs
lor Spring Break? Wei. I have the answer for
YOU! You can buy my Epaady (only used
oncel) for $30' Price negotiable! Cat Tracy at
372-4128
Nyouaing
or play an inatrumenl.
audition lor a paid position
In the Pre-Rogletratlon Variety Show!
Sign up lor an audition at

Delta Tau Delta would kka lo congratulate Chris
Urbane and Lisa Roman Alpha XI Delta on their
recent laineertng.

405 Student Servicea

Delta Tau Delta would like to congratulate Andy
Vadyak and Kim Kane on their recent engagement

IM Soccer Officials needed. Mandatory Carrie Tues March 13. 5-8pm Pick up referral al
Student Employment a apply In 108 SRC

Delta Tau Delta would ike to congratulale Chna
Stormann and Sharon Qrohan Phi Mu on thek
recent levaaerlng

Intersated In a CO-OP?
Need help with your reeume?
Lai ua hasp you'
Stop by the CO-OP information
table. 1 St floor BA building
Wedneaday or Thursday
March 14-15 from 8:00em-12:00noon
Sponsored by the CO-OP office:
372-2451

Discover Europe A Earn 6 Credit hrs
Summer Study Program In Franca.
Classes are in Engkeh
Dr Charles CMtle win talk about program
Open to el
Tuesday. March 13.9pm
Room 1CKX)BABtdg For more Info.
Dr. CNttta 372 8180 or 352 601 2.
DON'T BE A FOOL
KEEP COOL
IN OUR POOLS
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

16241*5
E.»/n*6.00O-15.000 this sunvrrw
running your own business I ASP
Internat-ons. Management Servioes
Branch Msnagement positions ivM
sc/oss Mtch A Onto, pa/tttularty In
the Toledo A Columbus areas
Call Gregg Menens al 1 -800 543-3702.

BREAK your smoking habflll
"FRESH START" classes can help you quit.
starting March 2«. Call "The WELL" for more
Intormatlorv372-8303 A program of the Student Health Service

until March 12

CARPE DIEM!
Seize the day as it ts the last day to purchase a
tuition raffle ticket Stop by the Union Foyer today and make II possible lor you lo turn $1 Into

I. 2 week summer seminars (2-3 credits)
•n the nation's capital
Women as Leaders
The Global Visage
II. Fal internahlpe in
every major (t S credits)
for more information cal the
COOP Office 2-2451 immediately1
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT ITI

We don't see you a ticket and forget you
WE 00 WITH YOU

"Jazz Night"
With Mike Peirosino, Chris Berger, & Dan Faehnle
Every Tuesday 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Come & listen or bring your instrument & join in 11
Free DclivcTv • Salads

CALL: 353-T0UR-3 53-388/

PI BETA PHI
CONGRATULATIONS!
Highest Pledge
Class G.P.«. Award
Big/Little Sister
Average Award

4/1*7 Funis/
Christy Fiading

UniGraphics
Serving vow total graphic design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
* Graphic Design Consultation

Oulslandlng
Panfiellenlc
Represeiiative Award
Karen nans
Your sisters are so
proud ol youll

Make a "FRESH START"
FREE Smoking Ceesatlon classes begin after
Spring Break III
Call "Tha WELL" NOW at 372-8303
A Program of the Student Heelth Service
Need that special Formal but don't want to eel
the ranch to buy It? Beat feet lo EaTe Repeet
where high fashions are at low prices 525
RKJgeSI 353-9430
Phi Beta Lambda announces
the new Executive Council
President ■ Doug Harvey
Vlce-Preeident-Kerth Kebe
V.P olP R.-Chauntel Peters
V.P of Scheduling-Dave Underwood
V.P ol Activities-Missy Spreu
PBL State/Nat. Ueieon-Steve Mreer
Partmentarian-Mark Biakely
Treasurer-Ann Eberty
Secretary-Beth Verge
Mr Motivation.Mike Eynon
Ma Mottvation-Llaa Goldman
PHI KAPPA PSI
Congratulations to the Bowing Team on winning both the fraternity champtonshirje and the
ALL campus catimplonahlps' Lei's keep It op!
PHI KAPPA PSI

Pregnantv - Choose Adoption Lmotrannlty 4
financially secure couple wishes to adopt infant
child Cal Lou Ann 419 382 1050
Shelly I Pal.
Congratulations on your not-so-recent pinnmg!
Thanks a lot SheHy. my only Grand Big, lor not
teHing me and making everyone look al me! You
two are great1 Love ye. Sue I Jon
SIGEP
Good luck Kevin Coughlln, Robert Rutkowakl
and Kevin McCellum on me upcoming USG
electrons.
The Brother! of Sigma Phi EpsHon
SUNSHINE
The last six months have gone by so fast! They
heve also been the best six months of my Me.
Thinking og you brightens up my day
Loveya
SWEET PEA
Take a BREAK from smoking
FREE clasaea to help you quit, begin after
Spring Break!
Call "Tha WELL" today at 372-4303
A Program of the Student Health Service
THE TANNING CENTER
3 LOCATIONS • 18 BEDS
We honor competitors lower
advertised price - bring coupon
353-3281. 354-1559, 353-UTAN
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE 1990-91 SCHOOL
YEAR BECOME A PART Of THE LARGEST
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
CONTACT 108 STUDENT REC CENTER APPLICATIONS DUE BY MARCH 14.

• Full Typesetting Services

Coll us for further information

211 West Hall

372-7418

raeawaeZ£-aa-

OurC" , KAi-4C P
T«aTraa5/»

(jnrC

Cwe

Instructors
High school math. English, social studies, science Non-residential. Bachelor's degree required Salary negotiable
Applications available at
301 Hayea Hal Deadline April 2

Need 1 female to sublease house from May lo
August '90 Own room, $95 per month. Contact Terry al 1216) 345-8546 CALL COLLECT.
Needed 2 female aublaaaes Our summer Futy
turn apt al utl pd. except alec Cheap!
353-5738 Heave an
Needed 30 overweight people who are serious
about losing weight Call Frank at 354-7883
Limited time only.
NONSMOKING MALE LOOKING FOR
APT/ROOM CLOSE TO CAMPUS WOULD
PREFER OWN ROOM IT MUST HAVE A/C
RENT SHOULD BE LOW NEEDED 6/2/90
TILL 6/4/91.
CALL JOHN BETWEEN 9 30PM-11
372-6170

FOR SALE
1973 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
302. 3 speed manual. $4500 363-3098
ATARI games lor sale $5 a piece or $100 for
the whole set Cal 352-2756
Cobra radio radar detecler $ 100 Call Jordan at
874 4400
Jean lacket with white leather fringe for sale
Only worn 4 times Will take beet otter. S80
value Cal 353-6894
Lange XLR Downhill Racing Boots $150 or
beet offer. 353-6732 Christian Leave Mas
eaO».

WANTED
Students interested in spending their summer In
Europe Earn 6 credit hours Informational
Meeting Tuesday. March 13. 9 OOp m at BAA
1000 For more into cal Dr Charles Chftbe
372-8180 or 352 6012
WANTED 1 or 2 non-smoking males needed
for Summer. Fal a Spring Looking for place
now! Cal Rob at 2 5329

HELP WANTED
•• TEMPORARY HELP WANTED WORK THROUGH SPRING BREAK
WORK 20. 30, 40 PLUS HOURS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK AND EVENINGS
RATE OF WAGE IS $3 35
PLANT LOCATION IS ONLY 2 BLOCKS
FROM B G S U CAMPUS
CALL THE OFFICE AT 354-2844 OR
PICK UP APPLICATION AT
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC
428 CLOUGH STREET,
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

FOR RENT
• •SSVRENTALS" •
1 a 2 bdrm apts aval.
9 a 12 mo leaaes Cal 362-7454
1 bdrm apt for Grad Studenta
available 287-3896

Fal

1 bedroom. $300 00 2 bedroom. $400 00
Al utl. paid Close to campus.
Avail summers fa* Cal 362-5475
12 month leases available May 15. 1990
609 5th St ■ 2 BR house $450 ptusutil
262 1/2 Troop • 2 BR apt $360 pkisutil
424 1/2 S Summileflic apt $195.00 plus

UN.
Steve Smith- 352-8917.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL
CALL TOM 352-4073 DAYS OR 362-1*00 EVE
1WKENDS.

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Prlvala. coed, eummer camp In Pocono
Mountain! Northeeatem Pennaytvanle. Lohikan, PO Bo> 234BG. Kenllworth, NJ 07033
(201)278-0»98

4 bdrm. house Large living room Ctoee to
campus. Available Summer and Fall.
352 5476

A FREE GIFT FOR JUST CALLING. PLUS UP
TO$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, trats. and sororities needed lor
marketing protect on campus For details plus
your FREE GIFT
Group officers call
1-800-766 8472 Ext 50

Apartment for rent Immediate occupancy
$300 mo 2 bedroom. 2 bath Cal 353-0947

Babysitter wanted for part-time or ttaVame during Spring break & eummer Transportation required Cal353-2969

4 Bedroom, 2 rial bath, furnished apt for sum
mer Half block from campus, your own yard
Can 352 2292

Apts for 1990-91 academic year
Located on Third Street
Futy furnished-Air Conditioned
2 bedroom at $560 00 and ..
t bedroom at $400.00 per month
Owner pays al utilities
Cal 352-4966 after 5 PM

CHEAP SUMMER RENT!
"One bedroom
'Close to campus
•Can353 3685

VOTE DAVID RICE
• 'U8G SENATOR-AT-LAROE* •
VOTE OAVID RICE
VOTE DAVID RICE
' -USG SENATOR-AT-LAROE""
VOTE DAVID RICE

by John Boissy

1-JrA' FOX*.?

HELP I need 1 fml lo sublease apartment for
summer with 3 other tmrs Very close a nice,
also cheap ($10375 plus dep plus etec )
354-7925, eves, leeve message.

Four Positions

Earn up to $ 1,000 a week working a few hours
a day out of your home For more information,
send self-addressed stamped envelope to: Box
428216. Evergreen Park. Illinois 60642

VOTE DAVID "ICE
••USG SENATOR-AT-LAROE"
VOTE DAVID RICE

Entries are now being accepted for the 1990-91
Intramural Champion T-Shirt Design. Entries must be
submitted by March 28th to the IM office-Room 108
SRC. All designs must be 10" x 10" or smaller.
Designs must be submitted using 2 colors on the background color of your choice. The winning
selection will be printed on 100% cotton T-shirts.

And CoLLeitrrx
Fof*
CDvane. . ..

IT

HELP Female roommate needed for 1990-91
Apt on 4th afreet Call Carolyn el 372-1029

Tutor/Counselor
Residential Minimum sophomore clessltlcatlon

BIQ IS BETTER!
Rockiedge Manor Apis
2 bdrm. 2 baths w,dishwashers
Cal today to take a look'
RE MANAGEMENT392-9302

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS

(•JAY-TT

OK. EvemfSooY

2 non-smoking lemakaa 'or 4th St Apt. lor next
semester school yr. $120 a month plus unties
Cal 3539338. ask lor Kerry

Juno 24 ■ Aug 3 (6 wks |
A pre-coeege preparatory program for high
school students Employment available as

Detvery personnel apply 2-4
Mon-Sat lor daytime positions
DiBenedetto's

VOTE DAVID RICE
•USG SENATOR-AT-LARGE'
VOTE DAVID RICE

Fatman
/a*ASTweeif • •• Umi-C
—"AvCXblMG Tree AOVANCE5 Car
•KM MO&TaTSts COK-e-errv KAI_«T ,
MTV-ir 6V*/X»T. StIC«Ht-r-4.-r- *T»at
FATMAr-r'. FArt* TO NOTICS.
Tws Qu.-asie.-r ot» r-iAjytao
Metlsj aTfJT-eeiroO THtCiviC-

1 non-smoking female to sublease 4th St apt
for summer $117 a month a utrktlea Cal
353-9338. ssk lot Ko«y

VOTE DAVID RICE
"USG SENATOR-AT-LAROE'•
VOTE DAVID RICE

Enter Today!

• Full Laser Imagesetting Services

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM

WANTED

Counselors Wanted. Trim down-trtness. co-ed,
NYScamp 100 positions sports, crafts, many
others Camp Shane, Femdale NY 12734

Contest!
Prizes !
Gym Bag • T-Shirt • Gift Certificate

• PC / Macintosh" File Conversion

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Counmee, Al Itetda Free info
Write UC, PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92626.

VOTE DAVID RICE
* 'USG SENATOR-AT-LAROE ■ *
VOTE DAVID RICE

• Black & White PMTs. Halftones, Reversols, Film Positives

• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh"1 Disks

Part-time help wanted $4 00/hr Apply In person Speck Sales Inc 17746 N Oboe Hgwy.,
Bowling Green For more info, cal 353-8312

1

VOTE DAVID RtCE
"USG SENATOR-AT-LAROE"
VOTE DAVID RICE

• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures

• Word Processing Disks Converted for Typesef-quality Output

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsllon would Hke
lo thank Gregg Wllfong.

LAST FLIGHT PACKAGES FOB DAYTONA
WITH HOTEL $239 00
FLIGHT ONLY $139 00
CALL NOW' KATHY 353 8445

HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

Over 80 Imported Beers

Campus
Pollyeyes "A Gathering Place'j
352-9638 or 354-0056
j^©

laaHonaf Marketing Firm seeks mature student
to menage on-campus promotions for top companies this school year Flexible hours wtth
eerninge potential to $2,500 per semester
Must be organized, hardworkmg and money
motivated Cal Jeanine or Matt at 1800)
592-2121

PINK AND QUEEN PHANTOMS LIVE
H's r*M loo ists tor your
O.C. exper lance!
DEADLINES ARE APRIL 1
to increase your career awareness S
professional rrvsrVetablWy through:

JAMMIN'IN JAMAICA
Find your new
place with us
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER 4 FALL
Many GREAT apartments
from which to choose
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Main 352-5020

Jen Mclntyre.
ft a the 22nd year you've been save.
Next time we bahe. you drivel
Have a greet day As you prepare
to perry, remember with me ail we stare
You've stood by me eke no one could
I couldn't aak for a better Mend
■I never would
Love. Mary

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS
CONTEST! PRIZES!
Gym Beg-T-Sturt-Grtl Certrficete
ENTER TOOAYi
Entries are now being accepted for the
1990-91 intramural champion T-shirt design
Entries most be eubmrfled by March 28th lo the
(MOfllce- Room 108 SRC Al designs must be
10" X 10'oremaler Deeigne must be submitled using 2 colors on the background color ol
your choice The winning selection wB be
rj on 100% cotton T-shirts

1914)292-4045

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Manpower la looking for students interested In
earning great pay-ptua commraaton We offer
flexible hours 1 valuable training a business experience pros free uae of a personal computer.
N you ara a lul-trme student freshman or above
wNh at teaat a B average 4 are computer lamakar. Manpower needs you as a collegiate rep to
promote the sales of the IBM Personal
System-2 on campus.

DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm. «345. Heat Incl.
Lrg. Efftc. $280. Heel Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
These specious apts. leeture:
■Heat t water incl.
•Furnished
'Convenient to eempus
RE. MANAGEMENT

352-9302

For experience that pays cal today.

Efficiency lor rent. Abas to move In Immediately
$170p/month Cal Diane 372-4600

Manpower Temporary Service. 1400 Duaael
Drive. Maumee 43537 893-4413

FALL SEMESTER LEASE or Fal « Spring Havenhouae S150/mo plus utl Male roommate
plane Cal Brian 2-4851

Keeeys Island Summer Employment. Ice
Cream/Girt Shop dark poeraon. Good Wage!
Housing available Send resume. Ted Terry
13102 Tyler Cleveland. OH 44111
Looking for a traternity. sorority or student organization that would axe to make $500 g $1,000 tor a one week on-campua marketing
project Must be organized and hardworking
Jeanine or Matt at [800I 592-2121
Market Discover Credit Cards
ON YOUR CAMPUS
Flexible hours Earn aa much as SlO'hour
Only 10 rxjerttone evaaable
Can 1-800-950-8472. Ext 3009

Female to rant room In ipaxioua houeelaundry 2 bathrooms Rent $200/mo. ptue UN
Aval May Cal 354 5837
For rant starting Fal 1990. 12 mo. leeea only
4 bedroom home 1/2 bkx* from Ottenhauer
Towers Cal 1-885 8307 after 7PM
HOUSE for rent
3 bedroom/3 peraonfunfurl aval 6/1/90 1
year teeee tal 352-5239 or 823-7555 after
S
JAY-MAN APARTMENT*
2 bdrm. tum./unfum. AC, aa low aa
$440/mo Meet Included ratae available Ph.
354 6036
Preferred Properties la now teasing for summer
and lal Piedmont apartments and many of our
other aetlnga are available* Al reeldenta receive
a membership to Cherrywood Heelth Spa. Cal
3529378
STAY CLOSEI
Campus Manor Apts
•Free treats A/C
•Balconies
• Wa* lo campua 5 stores
• Furnished
Cal Today 352-9302
SUMMER RENT
VfCKUANNE.

CHEAP.

CALL

JSM242

SUMMER SUBLEASE NEEDED!
BIG Spacious house!
(the more tha merrier1)
1 block behind Marks I
Cal Tern at 362-3558 or
Brignte at 362-4636
CALL SOON sleeve meeeage1
Two 2 bdrm apts turn & unfum. avalebte tor
Pel t Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn S unfum afao evaaaba). VBege Green
Apartments Cal anytime 354-3633
Two bdrm. -4 person apts BG APTS. 818.
822 2nd St 9 a 12 mo teeeoe 362-7464.
After 5pm a wkenda 823-7565
Two bedroom furnished on 6th St. for Fal 2
bdrm unfum aval May 352-3445

